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Foreword.
This is the eighth annual Sustainability Report for Ball State University. Unless noted otherwise, the
report covers the fiscal year beginning on July 1, 2016 and ending June 30, 2017; hereafter referenced
as FY 2017. The previous report covered July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016.1 Collectively, these
reports document and share Ball State University’s performance, policies, and practices as they
relate to sustainability goals. This report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI Standards:
Core option.2 The goal of this effort is to encourage and enable continuous improvements in the
sustainability of the University, specifically as it relates to its performance in conserving resources,
reducing energy consumption, waste and emissions, promoting a thriving economy, and creating
an equitable and fair social environment that enables all members of this academic community to
thrive.

Reporting Process.

The 2017 Sustainability Report for Ball State University was created by a team of eight
undergraduate students during the spring semester of 2019. Team members recieved
college credit for SUST 330: Measuring and Reporting for Sustainability. The team was
comprised of students pursuing different majors at Ball State University and all had or
developed a passion for sustainability. The Council on the Environment (COTE) served
as a partner in this endeavor. COTE “provides leadership for initiatives at Ball State
University and in the surrounding community that promote the sustainable use of
natural resources and the protection of ecological systems that sustain life.”3
At the beginning of the spring 2019 semester, the team defined goals and
responsibilities, andidentified stakeholders. Through numerous venues and
initiatives, Ball State University engages with an extensive constituency; therefore
Ball State’s influence reaches beyond the campus edge. The list of stakeholders
and interested parties includes, but is not limited to:
-Students, Parents, and Alumni
-Board of Trustees, President of the University, and Employees
-Local + Regional Community Organizations
-Local Businesses and Suppliers
-Taxpayers
-Local and State Governments in Indiana
-Accrediting Boards and the Higher Learning Commission
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Given the time constraint of a 16-week semester, the student team focused its
data gathering upon the operations and engagement of stakeholders on the Muncie
campus with whom they were in close proximity and had direct access.
After becoming familiar with the principles and disclosures of the GRI protocol,
the team identified key personnel who had responsibility for establishing policy
and managing the personnel, resources, and operations of the University. Team
members assumed individual responsibility for specific sections of the GRI
disclosures—general, economic, environmental, and social—and for coordinating
the exchange of information with specific University personnel. On January 23,
2019, the team met with key administrators within the Division of Business Affairs
at Ball State University. Each administrator was provided with a list of questions and
the corresponding disclosure that pertained to that individual’s area of expertise.
The meeting established lines of communication between team members and
administrators while clarifying GRI disclosures and data needs for the reporting
period.
As part of the report preparation, the team attended numerous campus events
and meetings over the semester in which one or more stakeholder groups were
present to listen to their concerns regarding the impacts of Ball State University.
In particular, team members attended every monthly COTE meeting, during
the semester. Data gathering also consisted of members reviewing historical
documents, comparing policies, interviewing personnel, including President Mearns,
analyzing data, and checking tenative interpretations of their findings with their
sources.
As part of the validation process for this report, several University leaders
reviewed this report, including Robert Koester, director of the Center for Energy
Research/Education/Service, and several professional staff members from Business
Affairs. This report has not been externally reviewed. The Index (p. 81-84) identifies
the list of material topics. There have been no significant changes in the list of
material topics or topic boundaries from the FY 2016 report.
For more information regarding this report, please contact Dr. Mary Annette Rose
at arose@bsu.edu
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President
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INTRODUCTION.

Sustainability Snapshot.
1918: The Indiana
State Normal School
Eastern Division
was founded

1965: Became known
as Ball State Univeristy

2006: President Jo Ann
Gora announces
the 2050
Carbon Neutrality Goal

2012: Installation of
the Geothermal
System

2017: President
Terry King changes
Carbon Neutrality
Date to 2030
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“We are proud to serve as a national model of
sustainability and as a leader in enhancing the
economic, environmental, and social vitality of
our community, our state, and our world.”

-Geoffrey S. Mearns

Ball State University, President

Message from the President.
As President of Ball State University, I am inspired by the ongoing commitment of
our campus community to incorporate sustainability into our institution’s operations,
academic and research programs, student activities, and outreach efforts. We are
proud to serve as a national model of sustainability and as a leader in enhancing
the economic, environmental, and social vitality of our community, our state, and our
world.
For the eighth year, our students, under the direction of Dr. Mary Annette Rose,
Associate Professor of Technology, have prepared a Ball State University Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability Report. This report is created using GRI
standards, which includes economic, social, and environmental aspects and
indicators. By participating in GRI, we practice transparency with students, staff,
faculty, and administrators, as well as our external stakeholders, in demonstrating
our progress and commitment to sustainability.
This report highlights some of our most successful sustainability milestones
from the past fiscal year. These milestones include our recognition as a Magna
Cum Laude member of the Climate Leadership Network Honor Society, and our
University’s endorsement of a new initiative to speed up our Climate Neutral
Commitment date of carbon neutrality from 2050 to 2030. This change in target
date results, in part, from the installation of our ground-source geothermal energy
system, one of the largest of its kind in the country. To meet this target, our
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President’s Sustainability Working Group also is currently evaluating and confirming
strategies to reduce carbon emissions associated with our University’s programs
and operations.
Our commitment to sustainability extends beyond our environment. Our campus
also addresses the human needs of our community, including diversity, employee
wellness, and public health. In 2016, our university was honored by INSIGHT Into
Diversity magazine with a Higher Education Excellence in Diversity Award. This
recognition celebrates the many campus-wide efforts underway to create a more
inclusive campus, as demonstrated in our diversity and inclusive statement and
our web-based process for bias reporting. In this reporting year, our University also
created a new College of Health in response to the growing importance of health
and life sciences in Indiana and across the nation. The creation of this college
strengthens our University’s commitment to bridge the gap between health and
environmental sustainability.
I am grateful for the substantive and collective efforts that our campus community
displays in celebration of its commitment to and appreciation for sustainability. The
progress we have made toward sustainability practices and the recognition we
have received this past year affirms our commitment to protect and enhance the
environment through our learning, research, service and administrative operations.

Geoffrey S. Mearns
President
Ball State University

Organizational Profile.
Ball State University is a state-assisted university in Muncie, Indiana with satellite
campuses located in Fishers and Indianapolis, Indiana. In FY 2017, Ball State
University offered some 170 bachelor’s, 94 master’s, 17 doctoral, 2 specialist, and
7 associate degrees administered through eight academic colleges, including:
-College of Applied Sciences and Technology
-College of Architecture and Planning
-College of Business (Miller College of Business)
-College of Communication, Information, and Media
-College of Fine Arts
-College of Health
-College of Sciences and Humanities
-Teachers College
FY 2017 enrollment of students was 21,998,4 a 3.8% increase from FY 2016.
Ball State’s students come from every state, two U.S. territories, some 55 countries,
and every Indiana county. Out-of-state students make up about 22% of enrollment,
and ethnic minorities comprise about 17% of enrollment, and the University enrolled
more than 450 international students.4

Recognitions and Achievements.

Ball State University has received many recognitions and achievements showing
its dedication to education and community.
- Community Engagement Classification from the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching
- Named one of the “Best Universities in the Midwest” by the Princeton
Review
- Higher Education Excellence in Diversity Award (HEED) from Insight into
Diversity
- Recognized as the first higher education institution in the country to earn
Quality Matters’ Learner Support Program Certification.
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching ranked Ball State as a
high research activity institution. All research, service proposals, and projects were

administered through the Sponsored Projects Administration (SPA). During FY 2017,
289 of 479 proposals submitted through SPA were funded bringing over $11.7
million in external funding to the University.5
Ball State University reaffirmed its accreditation on January 14, 2014, through the
Higher Learning Commission which will stand until the 2023-2024 academic year.6
The individual academic programs that Ball State University offers are accredited
by different state, national, and professional organizations. For example, the
architecture program is accredited by the National Architectural Accrediting Board
and the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards.7 This accreditation
will be up for renewal in 2021. The landscape architecture programs are accredited
by the Landscape Architectural Accreditation Board of the American Society of
Landscape Architects and the national professional association for landscape
architects.8
Outside of the academic programs, Ball State University offers housing services,
dining services, sports, student organizations, museums, and other activities to its
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students. These services are funded by several different groups including, but not
limited to, donors, alumni, faculty, and parents.

The Cardinal Brand.

Ball State University was founded in 1918 with the help of the five Ball Brothers.
The original purpose of the school was to be a university where people could
learn how to become teachers and to become better teachers.9 Several objects
and symbols signify the Cardinal brand. The statue of Beneficence was created by
sculptor Daniel Chester French and completed in 1937. Benny,
for short, was given to the University as a symbol of appreciation
for the Ball Brothers. Since then, Benny has become a symbol for
members of the University.10 The statue of Benny stands in the
middle of the original campus between Lucina Hall and the Frank
A. Bracken Administration Building. She is surrounded by five
pillars, which represent the five Ball Brothers.
Ball State University also is known by several other symbols.
For example, the Ball State University Cardinals and the color
of the cardinal are reflected in the University’s Cardinal red and
white with secondary colors of black, light gray, and dark gray.11
Other symbols of the University include the Shafer Bell Tower, the
mascot Charlie Cardinal, and Frog Baby.

Beneficence, created by sculptor Daniel Chester French.

Administrative Leadership.
Ball State University’s administrative leadership is composed of the Board of
Trustees, the President, the President’s Cabinet, University Senate, Staff Council,
and the Student Government Association.12 These entitities assist in determining the
strategic direction of the University and evaluate and approve changes to policies
and structures in order to adapt to evolving challenges and opportunities.

Organization.

The Board of Trustees are appointed by the Governor of Indiana and serve as the
primary governing entity of the University. Major responsibilities of the Board include
setting the strategic direction of the University, ensuring fiscal responsibility, and
providing oversight to university operations.13 Table 1 represents the membership
and roles of the FY 2017 Board of Trustees. Potential conflicts of interest are
disclosed by all members of the Board and are reported publicly within the meeting
minutes of the Board of Trustees.14
Ball State University’s chief administrator is the president of the University. During
FY 2017, Terry S. King served as interim president from January 2016 through May
of 2017.15 During his tenure, a competitive national talent search was initiated by
the Board of Trustees by using an external consultant to recruit strong candidates.
A presidential search committee, which was comprised of representatives from the
administration, faculty, staff, student body, and alumni, made recommendations to
the Board. On May 15 2017, Geoffrey S. Mearns officially joined Ball State as its
17th president.16
The President’s Cabinet is composed of vice presidents and other senior leaders
of the University representing its organizational divisions. The cabinet “advises the
president on all academic and administrative functions of the University.”16 To see
the full breakdown, refer to the FY 2017 Administrative Chart on page 15.
The University Senate serves as the primary body responsible for the formation
of educational policies at the University.17 The University Senate is composed of
three councils: the Campus Council, Faculty Council, and University Council; each
containing multiple committees. These committees review and advise on policies
on all aspects of the University, ranging from admissions standards, to academic
freedom, to student activities.

The Staff Council serves as the primary body to make recommendations and
provide assistance to University Officers in the creation or change of University
policy that affects full and part-time staff personnel including service personnel
(Non-Bargaining Unit).18 The American Federation of State, County, and Municipal
Employees (AFSCME), Local #293, serves as the representative of service
personnel. These policies range from hiring/firing policies to permits for parking.
The Student Government Association (SGA) is a student-run organization
provides a voice for students and advocates their concerns to the university faculty,
administration, and larger academic community.19 The leadership of SGA is elected
by students, and SGA appoints students as representatives to University committees,
such as public safety.

Table 1. FY 2017 Board of Trustees for Ball State University
Name
Role
Began Service
Richard Hall
Chair
2007
E. Ranae Conley
Vice Chair
2014
Thomas Bracken
Secretary
2012
Matt Momper
Assistant Secretary
2008
R. Wayne Estopinal
Member
2011
Brian Gallagher
Member
2017
Jean Ann Harcourt
Member
2016
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Administrative Chart
July 2017

BALL STATE UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Senior Executive Assistant to
the Board of Trustees and
University President

PRESIDENT

Executive Director of Presidential
Events and Operations

Special Assistant to the
President for Events and
Operations

Chief Strategy
Officer (CSO)

Vice President
for Business Affairs and Treasurer
Associate Vice
President Business
Affairs and Assistant
Treasurer

Associate Vice President
Human Resources
Human Resources
Employee Recruitment
Position Clas sification
Training & Development
Workers/Unemploy ment
Compens ation
Labor Relations
Employee Records
Wage & Salary
Adminis tration
Wellnes s Initiative/
WorkLife Programs
Payroll
Employee Benefits

Contract Signatory/
Adminis tration
Fiscal Management & Planning
Strategic Planning
Cost Studies
Budget Office
Budget drafting
Budget monitoring
Capital Finance Office
Debt Financing Admin.
Construction Finance &
Records
Governmental Relations
Assistanc e
Associate Vice President
Capital project approvals
and University Controller
Budget requests
Bill monitoring & assistance
Cash & University
Office of Univers ity Controller
Investments
Financial Reporting
Voluntary Employee
Accounting procedures
Beneficiary Association
PCI & related compliance
(VEBA) & OPEB 115 Trus t
issues
Leadership
Tax Management
Retire Benefits Reporting
Associate Vice President
Accounts Receivable
Facilities Planning
(Bursar)
Accounts Payable
and Management
(Accounting office)
Facilities Planning &
VEBA/OPEB 115 Trus t
Design
Management
Construction Mgmt.
Financial Information
Facilities Mgmt.
Systems & Technology
(Phys ic al Plant)
Engineering & Facilities
Associate Vice President
Assessment
Busines s and Auxiliary Services
Space Studies &
Utilization
Landscaping &
Property & Casualty Insurance
Environmental Mgmt.
Risk Management
Busines s Services &
Contracts Adminis tration
Transportation
Purchas ing Office
Real Estate Acquisition
Purchas ing
& Management
Central Stores
Inventory Control
Sports Facilities Management
Scheduling
Operations
Recreation Programs
Auxiliary Services
Dining Services
Bookstore
Emens Auditorium
Printing Services
Conferences & Special
Events
Environmental Health & Safety
B.A. Communications

Director Internal Audit
and Advisory Services
Manager of Advisory
Services & Senior
Auditor
Senior Information
Systems Audit
Manager
Staff Auditor

Vice President for
Government Relations and
Community Engagement
Director, Area Health
Education Center

Director of
Governmental Relations
Director, Indiana
Communities Institute

Strategic Affiliations
Throughout University
(CBER,
Entrepreneurship
Center, CAP, etc.)
Director, Office of
Community Engagement
(Building Better
Communities)
Director, E.B. & Bertha
C. Ball Center

Director, Indianapolis and
Fishers Centers
Director, East Central
Indiana – Small Business
Development Center (ECISBDC)

Director, Special
Initiatives and Divisional
Planning

Vice President and CIO
for Information Technology

Associate Vice President
for
Information Technology
Director, Enterprise Information
Systems
Enterprise Computing
Operations
Computer Operations
PBX Operators
Enterprise Information
Systems
Database Adminis trators
Development Group
Leaders
Distributed Systems
Programmers
Application Integration
Specialists
Data Integration &
Solutions Architects
Director, Information
Security Serv ic es
Enterprise Sec urity Eng.
Security Operations
BSU ID Card Offic e
Security Management
Senior Director Unified
Communications
Busines s Operations,
Telephone Services
Voice Communications
Technology
Communications
Video Conferencing &
Multimedia
Network Integration
Management
Communications
Technology Analysts

Director Analytic s Decision
Support Technology
Coordinator Enterprise Data
Analytics
Process Coordinator
Enterprise Technology
Portfolio Manager

Assistant Vice President/
Chief
Enterprise Architect

Associate Vice President
for
Information Technology
Director, Unified
Technology Support
Concierge, Lab Admin
Adaptive Tec hnology
Support
Classroom and Lab
Technology
Technology Store
Hardware Repair
Technology Helpdesk
& LSP s
Learning Tec hnologies
Support
Exec utive Director &
General Manager of
Public Broadcasting
News & Programming
Program Direction
Production
Engineering
Operations & Master
Control
Mark eting
Community Engagement
& Membership
Media Sales
Director U niversity
Media Services
Production Mgmt
Distance Learning
Media Management
UMS Engineering
Caption Writing/CART
Equipment Resources
Busines s & Financial
Mgmt

Director Academic Project
Support Offic e
Digital Corps
Projec t Management
Senior Software
Developing Technologies

Associate Provost and Dean
Of University College
Academic Advising
Academic Support for Athletics
Academic Sy stems
International Programs
Peace and Conflic t Studies

Associate Vice President,
Research and Dean of
Graduate School
Spons ored Projects Administration
Middletow n Studies
Energy Res earch, Education and
Service
Graduate School
Center for International Development
Office of Research Integrity

Assistant Provost for
Learning Initiatives

Vice President for
Marketing and Communications

Senior Director
Communications
Chief Marketing
Officer
Director of
Client Services
Director of
Creative Services
Director of
Digital Marketing

Vice President for Student Affairs and
Enrollment Services and Dean of Students

Associate Vice President

Director Health, Alcohol,
and Drug Education

Associate Vice President
Student Affairs and
Enrollment Services and
Exec utive Director,
Admissions

Director Student Legal
Services

Associate Vice
President and Director
Of Residence Life
Assistant Vice President
Student Affairs and
Enrollment Services and
Exec utive Director, Financial
Aid/Scholarships

Associate Provost for Diversity,
Director of Institutional Diversity
Assistant Vice President and
Director of Student Life

Associate Provost for
Entrepreneurial Learning

Associate Dean of
Students and Title IX
Coordinator

Assistant Provost for
Institutional Effectiveness
Director
Medical Education

Executive Director of
Systems Technology

Dean, College of
Architecture and Planning
Dean, College of
Applied Sciences and
Technology

Director Counseling
Center

Dean, Miller College of
Business

Dean, College of
Communication,
Information, and Media

Dean, Teachers College

Dean, College of
Fine Arts

Dean, Honors College

Director, Health Center
Director Public Safety
and Parking Services

Dean, College of Health

Assistant Vice President
Academic Technology
Solutions

Secretary to VP
for IT

Director
Finance and Budgets

Assistant Vice
President Strategic
Operations and Fiscal
Management

Senior Strategist for
Enterprise
User Engagement

Provost and Executive Vice
President for Academic Affairs

Director, Finance and Budgets

Director Student Rights and
Community Standards

Chief Entrepreneurial Officer and
Schnatter Institute for
Entrepreneurship and Free
Enterprise

Director Career Center

Dean, College of
Sciences and Humanities
Assistant to the Provost
Dean, University
Library

Director Student Center
and Programs

Director Disability
Services

Director Multicultural
Center
Director Finance and
Budgets
Director Retention and
Graduation

Director
Greek Life

Vice President
and General Counsel

Deputy General
Counsel
Director of Institutional
Equity and Internal
Investigations
Associate General
Counsel
Associate General
Counsel

Assistant General
Counsel
Paralegal

Director
of
Intercollegiate
Athletics
Deputy Athletics
Director
Senior Associate
Athletics Director/
Senior Woman
Administrator

Associate Athletics
Director for Strategic
Communications
Associate Athletics
Director for Sports
and Alumni Relations
Assistant Athletics
Director for Business
and Human
Resources
Assistant Athletics
Director for Marketing
and Fan Engagement

Changes in Operation.
During this reporting period, Ball State University made several changes to the
administrative organization and had changes in senior management. Dr. Terry S.
King served as interim president for the majority of FY2017. After a nationwide
search, Mr. Geoffrey S. Mearns, JD, was appointed president of Ball State University
by the Board of Trustees on May 15, 2017.16
In addition, Dr. Marilyn Buck was named as acting provost and executive vice
president for Academic Affairs, replacing the late Provost Robert Morris who
deceased on November 28, 2016.20 Kathy Wolf became vice president for Marketing
and Communications.21 Ball State University eliminated the position of special
assistant to the president for communication held by Julie Hopwood, who then
assumed the role of associate vice president for Business Affairs and Auxiliary
Services, and created the position of chief strategy officer filled by Sue Hodges
Moore.
During the spring of FY 2017, Interim President Terry King announced that the
College of Applied Sciences and Technology would be dissolved. The academic
departments in this college were reassigned to other colleges within the University.22
This restructuring was initiatiated by the creation of the College of Health which
brought together “six health-related academic departments and sixteen clinics/
centers/laboratories from three of Ball State’s other Colleges (College of Applied
Sciences and Technology, College of Sciences and Humanity, and Teacher’s
College).”23

Physical Changes.

There were several physical changes to Ball State University over the reporting
period, including renovations, demolitions, and the construction of new buildings
and sports facilities. The newly dedicated buildings included the Earl Yestingmeier
Golf Center (6, 531 ft2) and Ron and Joan Venderly Football Center (12,633 ft2).24
In addition, a groundbreaking ceremony was held for the Dr. Don Shondell Practice
Center in FY 2017.25

In total, three buildings on campus underwent renovation. These buildings were
the Applied Technology Building, the John R. Emens Auditorium, and the Schmidt/
Wilson Residence Hall. The largest of the renovations was the Schmidt/Wilson
renovation with a budget of $40.1 million.26
Some buildings were demolished. The largest of the demolitions were that of
Mysch/Hurst Hall and Woody/Shales Hall, both a part of the LaFollette Complex, the
largest residence hall complex on campus. Other smaller-scale demolitions included
the deconstruction of two emissions towers (smoke stacks) at the former coal-fired
heat plant and several student residential properties located southeast of campus on
Dill Street, Riverside Avenue, and Beechwood Avenue.27
These physical changes were part of the first phase in the Ball State Campus
Master Plan.28 During the reporting period, two new residence halls, as well as a
new dining facility, were planned. In addition, the construction of the new Health
Professions Building, a $62.5 million facility with 167,000 square foot, was
scheduled to begin construction in September of 2017.29

Physical Changes.
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Values, Principles, & Strategic Plans.
During this reporting period, the “Centennial Commitment (18 by ’18),” served as
the University’s strategic plan.31 Developed under the guidance of former President
Paul Ferguson, this plan unified the values and goals of the University including a
commitment to a culture of continuous improvement. Under this plan, Ball State
aspired to be “the most student-centered and community-engaged of the 21stcentury public research universities, transforming entrepreneurial learners into
impactful leaders—committed to improving the quality of life for all.”30
Ball State University’s 2018 mission is to “engage students in educational,
research, and creative endeavors that empower our graduates to have fulfilling
careers and meaningful lives enriched by lifelong learning and service, while we
enhance the economic, environmental, and social vitality of our community, our
state, and our world.”31 With the enduring values of excellence, innovation, courage,
integrity, inclusiveness, social responsibility, gratitude, and the Beneficence Pledge,
Ball State University exhibits high values and standards.

Standards of Behavior.

Extensive policies and codes outline the values, processes, and norms of behavior
expected at Ball State. The Beneficence Pledge32 emphasizes the University
commitment to integrity, civility, and respect. A variety of handbooks and online
resources detail policies and management processes for different sectors of the
University. The Faculty and Professional Personnel Handbook expounds on the value
and principles for quality teaching, research, and service.33 Faculty and staff are
expected to meet these standards, but some policies require written affirmation and
disclosures, e.g., Conflict of Interest and Commitment.
Similarly, handbooks for staff and service personnel include codes of ethics and
disclosure requirements. All employees are expected to comply with and report
violations of all federal and state laws and regulations, and University policies.34
Students are expected to “read, understand, and adhere to the Code of Student
Rights and Responsibilities35 which include a broad range of norms for behavior,
e.g., confronting plagiarism, alcohol use, hazing, and harassment.

A variety of mechanisms exist for those seeking advice about ethical and integrity
questions. For legal issues, members of the Ball State community may contact the
Office of General Counsel and directly make a report with EthicsPoint, an online
portal.36 The Office of Research Integrity may be contacted for issues related to
human subject participation, animal care and use, and financial conflicts of interest
and commitment.37 Employee Relations office may be contacted for issues related
to employee conduct.
Students may contact the Office of Student Rights and Community Standards
and the Multicultural Center to seek advice or report bias incidences.38 Community
members may report a bias incident of concern for a student through the Office of
Student Rights and Community Standards.39

Beneficence Pledge.
Members of the Ball State Community...
Pledge to maintain high standards of scholarship
and excellence.
To work with students, faculty, and staff to strengthen
teaching and learning on campus.

Pledge to practice academic honesty.
To model and uphold academic integrity, to honor their peers
and earn the trust and respect from all members of the
community.

Pledge to act in a socially responsible way.
To treat each person in the Ball State community with civility,
courtesy, compassion, and dignity; to respect the property
and environment of the campus.

Pledge to value the intrinsic worth of every
member of the community.
To respect and learn from differences in people, ideas, and
opinions.

.
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Finances

Ball State University’s FY 2017 financial report included the economic activities
of the University, Burris Laboratory Schools, and the Indiana Academy for Sciences,
Mathematics, and Humanities. This included separate financial statements from the
Ball State University Foundation, a not-for-profit corporation that collects and invests
donations for the benefit of Ball State.40
Ball State University’s annual operating expenses were approximately $493 million
in fiscal year 2017. Personnel services and benefits increased $11.3 million, due
primarily to a 2.0 percent salary increase and an increase in benefits expense. 40 w
At June 30, 2017, total net position—the difference between assets and deferred
outflows of resources and liabilities and deferred inflows of resources—for the
University was $727.3 million, up $2.4 million over the previous year. This increase
in net position was due, in part, to $67.2 million in funds restricted for future
construction and “unspent proceeds from the sale of student fee bonds offset by
bond premiums on the same issue.”40 Ball State received $145 million in general
operating state appropriations in 2016-2017.40
Please refer to the Economic section for a more in-depth overview of the financial
status of the University.

Employment & Compensation.
On November 1, 2016, Ball State University employed 3,834 full-time (see Figure
4, p. 38) and part-time people, excluding student employees.41 Compensation
policies for employees differed by employment class.

Faculty & Professional Personnel.

For vacant professional positions, the University Human Resources Services
reviewed the proposed salary ranges for professional positions to ensure that
internal equality was maintained and to determine if the range was competitive with
the market. The Office of the Provost, in conjunction with the deans of each college,
set the salary ranges for hires of new faculty.
According to the Faculty and Professional Personnel Handbook, “...the general
purposes of the salary program at Ball State University are to attract, retain, and
reward faculty and other professional personnel who enable the University to realize
its mission.”33 To ensure this, the University has two committees that monitor,
evaluate, and assess market conditions to make appropriate adjustments to
salary, the Faculty Salary and Benefits Committee and the Professional Personnel
Salary and Benefits Committee. Annual salary adjustments to the previous
year’s base salary are awarded to continuing faculty and professional personnel
primarily for meritorious performance and exceptional achievements, after an
annual performance evaluation.32 The criteria and process for judging meritorious
performance are guided by University policy especially those detailed within `the
Faculty and Professional Personnel Handbook AY 2016-2017.

Staff & Service.

Vacant staff and service positions have established pay ranges based upon pay
grades and/or classifications. The salary ranges for staff employees are determined
by University Human Resource Services, and new employees receive the established
new hire rate for their pay grades.
Service employee compensation is established through collective bargaining.
Melissa Rubrecht, director of Employee Relations and Affirmative Action, reported
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that 15% of total employees were covered by a collective bargaining agreement on
November 1, 2016.43
Except for temporary part-time (staff, service, casual, and substitute) employees,
“the wages of all employees are reviewed annually and pay adjustments may be
made as determined to be appropriate by the Board of Trustees. Service employees
hired full-time on or after April 1, 2010, are subject to a two-tiered wage schedule
including a new hire rate and a two years of service rate.”4

Earnings Comparison.

During FY 2017, the head coach of the Cardinal football team, Mike Neu, was the
highest paid employee of Ball State University with total earnings of $427,914.44 A
comparison of all University employees by employment class is shown in Figure 1.
Close inspection indicates that the football coach’s salary was 1.66 to 14 times that
of the median earning for other University employees by employment category. From
FY 2016 to FY 2017, there were notable changes in median earnings for Faculty
(-0.91%), Exempt Staff (+1.18%), and Bargaining Unit (-0.91%).
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Figure 1. Comparison of Highest Salary to Median Earnings for Employees by Class in FY 2017 44
Figure 1. Historic Total Revenues by Source

Risk Management.

Primary responsibility for evaluating Ball States’ risk management processes
rests with the board of trustees and president. The Office of Risk Management and
Office of Environmental Health and Safety oversee issues related to risk. These
offices have designed programs and services that proactively manage risk, increase
safety and protect the people, assets, and the reputation of the University. Since the
University is a significant enterprise of teaching research and public service, it has
the potential for a wide variety of hazards and risks. To mitigate institutional risks,
the Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) program is in place which consists of

interdisciplinary teams which meet regularly to discuss the potential impact of all
types of risks.
According to Kim Miller, director of the Risk Management, Insurance, and Safety,
“the economic, environmental and social impacts of these risks have not been fully
explored, however, some alignment of sustainability risks with other categories
of risk does exist. Analysis of alignment shows that the strongest areas tend
to be in accounting and financial risk, reputational risk, health and safety risks,
environmental risks, and human resource risks.”45

Sustainability.
Subscriptions to Principles & Charters.

Historically, Ball State has publicly demonstrated a commitment to environmental
sustainabilitiy through is subscriptions to principles and charters, including The
Talloires Declaration (1999), American College and University Presidents’ Climate
Commitment (2006), Ball State Commitment to Sustainability (2003), and Climate
Leadership Climate Commitment (2015).46

Precautionary Principle.

The precautionary principle is an ethic which organizations use to work towards
their goals while helping conserve the environment and sustain human welfare. The
precautionary principle is cited as having four main elements: “...taking preventive
action in the face of uncertainty; shifting the burden of proof to the proponents of
an activity; exploring a wide range of alternatives to possibly harmful actions; and
increasing public participation in decision making.”47 Although the University has an
explicit commitment to environmental sustainability (p. 23), the application of these
principles appears to be inconsistent. While extensive evidence exists that leaders
consider a wide range of alternatives prior to making critical decisions on behalf of
the University community, explicit statements that indicate environmental criteria are
used for decision-making, such as energy and water conservation, do not appear
within policy statements of University documents.

Authority & Leadership.

The authority and leadership for Ball State University’s economic, environmental,
social, and academic operations rests with individuals and committees as
determined by the president and administrative organizational structure (p. 15).
The economic topics of the University ranged from financial planning, budgeting,
payroll, risk management, and suggestions for improving the overall financial health
of the University. As vice president for Business Affairs and Treasurer, Dr. Bernard
Hannon was responsible for the fiscal management of the University, including
budgets, accounts payable and receivable, financial records and investments.
Dr. Hannon also supervised the University’s physical plant, facilities planning and
management, human resources, employee benefits and payroll, dining operations,

risk management, and other administrative functions.
Leadership for environmental sustainability topics was officially delegated to
James Lowe, associate vice president for Facilities Planning and Management.
His leadership addresses engineering and operations, energy production and
consumption, facilities, landscape services, and transportation. In addition, Mr. Lowe
serves as the chair of the President’s Sustainability Working Group (PSWG) which
is charged with “...reviewing and revising, as appropriate and feasible, the BSU
Climate Action Plan to discern the capacity and strategy for revising the goal of BSU
Carbon Neutrality from 2050 to 2030.”48
Since 2001, Council on the Environment (COTE) has provided leadership to the
University on issues related to the environmental.49 The council is comprised of
respresentation from the student body, Munice community, each of the academic
colleges, and vice presidential areas and interest groups (e.g., contract faculty).
Robert Koester served as chair of COTE. In addition, under his direction, the
Center for Energy Research/Education/Service prepares the Sustainability Tracking
Assessment and Rating SystemTM (STARS) report.50
Authority and leadership for social issues was distributed among several
professionals. Dr. Charlene Alexander served as the associate provost for diversity
and director of the Office of Institutional Diversity, which delt with the University’s
standing in terms of diversity and inclusion. Kevin Kenyon, special assistant to vice
president of Business Affairs, delt with employment, compensation, and benefits.
Leadership for academic programs rests with the provost. Dr. Robert Joseph
Morris served as acting provost until his death on November 28, 2016.20 At which
time, Dr. Marilyn Buck, senior associate provost and dean of University College, was
appointed to this position.51

Sustainability Statement.
Vision:

Ball State University seeks to be a campus where:
All students, faculty and employees are provided opportunities to become literate
in the environmental, social and economic interactions of human and biophysical
systems.
Such opportunities are made available through strong undergraduate and
graduate programs, as well as professional-specialization, faculty development and
staff training offerings that provide diverse opportunities for learning.
Collaborative faculty and student research on related issues is encouraged and
supported.
Development of university leadership and expertise is seen as a continuous,
participatory process of learning that contributes to local and regional sustainability
efforts, fostering links with other institutions.
Understanding and concern for sustainability issues provide the foundation for a
dynamic sense of campus cohesion and community.
The University’s practices reduce both the consumption of materials and energy
and the emission of pollutants to their lowest levels possible, without decreases in
the level of education, scholarly work, and services provided.

Commitment:

We, the Ball State University community, affirm our commitment to protect
and enhance the environment through our learning, research, service and
administrative operations. We seek to foster a community that sustains ecological
systems and educates for environmental awareness, local action, and global
thinking. We seek to incorporate environmental principles and environmentally
responsible practices as fundamental and integrated components of all BSU
operations and programs. Our fundamental principles are to:
- Incorporate environmental concerns as a significant priority in university
decision making.
- Seek alternative practices and procedures to minimize negative impacts on
the environment.
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- Conserve natural resources and restore environmental quality.
- Protect the biodiversity of our region and serve as a living laboratory and
habitat for local species.
- Consider the social, economic and environmental impacts of Ball State
University’s operational policies and foster a participatory process in
developing these policies.
Our decisions and actions will be guided by the University’s Mission Statement,
reflective of the University’s resources, and informed by the University’s Strategic
Plan. As a learning institution, we recognize that planning for sustainability will be
an evolving practice.
Sustainability Statement
Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306
25 March 2002: Adopted by COTE
15 April 2002: Endorsed by - Senior Staff
17 April 2002: Endorsed by - Academic Deans
25 April 2002: Endorsed by - University Senate
7 February 2003: Accepted by - Board of Trustees
For information contact: BSU Council on the Environment
Telephone: 765.285.1135
Fax: 765.285.5622
Email: cote@bsu.edu

Communications.
Public Reporting.

Communication between stakeholders and leaders of the University is vital to
ensure that the legitimate needs and concerns of the stakeholders are addressed.
Stakeholders of the University may include students, parents of students, community
members, faculty and staff, tax payers, and sponsors. In terms of finding information
about the sustainability initiatives and performance of Ball State University,
stakeholders can access publicly-available reports prepared per the framework
or standards of the Global Reporting Initiative52 and the Sustainability Tracking,
Assessment and Rating System (STARS).50 In addition, the 2016-2017 Campus
Green Guide highlights past sustainability developments of the University.53

Sharing Concerns and Priorities.

Stakeholders also can participate in organizations and attend their events. The
Council on the Environment (COTE) is a committee dedicated to maximizing open
communication and awareness about the environmental topics and impacts of the
University.49 Faculty, members of the student body, and community members can
participate or be represented on the Council to help further the sustainability of
Ball State University. Student organizations, such as Ball State Energy Action Team,
and community organizations, such as Red Tail Land Conservancy, help further the
sustainability of Ball State University and the Muncie community.
Stakeholder concerns about the environmental, social and economic impacts of
the University can be voiced in numerous ways. The Parents Advisory Council (pac@
bsu.edu) and the Office of Student Affairs and Enrollment Services (studentaffrs@
bsu.edu) also are available for parents and students to share concerns.
Stakeholders also may voice their concerns to their representatives on the Student
Government Association, Staff Council, and University Senate. The president also
may be contacted directly at president@bsu.edu.

Concerns and Priorities Solicited by University.

The purpose of this report is to show not only the improvements and areas of
growth for the University, but also the concerns and interests of everyone involved
with it. The University solicits feedback and concerns directly from stakeholder
groups through surveys and studies, including but not limited to, the Student

Campus Climate Survey Report, Alumni Survey, Workplace Environment Survey,
and the Community Engagement Impact Survey.54 According to the 2018 Mission,
Vision, and Values survey which asked what was most important to faculty, staff,
and students, the overwhelming concern was for Campus-wide diversity, equity, and
inclusiveness, followed by efficient and effective operation of the campus.55
In terms of sustainability, the Office of Institutional Effectiveness solicited the goals
and concerns of campus and commuter students via the 2016-2017 Sustainability
Survey of Campus and Commuter Students.56 The survey was distributed randomly
to 750 students; 98 responded. As noted in Table 2, the top concerns were access
to clean water, access to health care, renewable energy, gender equality, and racial
equality, and recycling.

Concerns and Priorities Solicited for this Report.

For the purposes of this report, the reporting team took several actions to
solicit the concerns and priorities of key stakeholders, including: interviewing the
president of the University; reviewing the FY 2017 minutes of the Council on the
Environment (COTE) meetings; and soliciting concerns from the leaders of the
Division of Business Affairs.
In both an interview with President Mearns and in a commencement speech,the
most significant priority identified by President Mearns related to strenghtening
community engagement between Ball State University and the city of Muncie. In his
2018 Fall Opening Convocation Speech, President Mearns57 stated:
The third unifying goal that the committee will propose concerns
community engagement and impact. We are very engaged with our
community, and for many years, that engagement has had a significant,
positive impact. We will propose that our campus builds on this legacy of
service. We will challenge ourselves to become internationally recognized
for mobilizing and leading community partnerships that will revitalize Muncie
and our region. Our sustained effort will ensure that this prosperity and good
fortune will extend to all of our neighbors in the years to come.57
Regarding environmental sustainability issues, President Mearns58 applauded Ball
State’s history of “...good physical stewardship over many generations has given
us the capacity to reinvest in those facilities that will become more energy-efficient
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Table 2: Concerns of Students from 2016-2017 Sustainability Survey 56
Concern
Rank

Percentage of survey
participants that marked
“Very Important”

Concern

1

84.70%

Access to Clean Water

2

71.70%

Access to Health Care

3

68.90%

Renewable Energy

4

68.30%

Gender Equality

5

66.70%

Racial Equality

6

64.10%

Recycling

7

62.90%

Protecting and Restoring Habitat

8

59.70%

Conserving Energy

8

59.70%

Sustainable Agriculture

10

54.80%

Conserving Water

11

50.00%

Socially and Environmentally-Responsible Investing

12

49.20%

Alternative Transportation

buildings” relative to two
13
46.60%
new residence halls and a
14
35.50%
dining hall. President Mearns
lamented that the University
15
25.80%
did not celebrate the
demolition of the emissions
towers of the coal-fired heat plant in the summer of 2017. In looking to the
future, he noted that transportation was a major contributor to climate change and
indicated that the University should “become less dependent upon cars and foster
walking and bicycling,” as well as balancing virtual teleconferencing with air travel to
conferences.
President Mearns58 acknowledged that he was unfamiliar with some policies,
practices, and processes related to environmental sustainability at Ball State,
including the dearth of decision-making criteria within the written policies of the
Univerisity, such as identifying energy efficiency as a criterion for purchasing
decisions. He also conceded that he was not familiar with the current shortterm goals toward meeting carbon neutrality by 2030, nor processes used to set

sustainability goals.
Leaders from the Division of Business Affairs
Fair Trade
also were asked to share their concerns and
priorities. Cheif among these responses were:
Composting
utilizing an accurate lifecycle analysis to inform
the decisions of business services; maximizing
facility and equipment use; recycling; and the “thoughtful and strategic”use of Ball
State property and assets to maximize benefits to all, be that for the betterment of
the campus, the faculty and students that reside within it, or the community that
surrounds and supports Ball State.59
The most frequently occurring issues appearing in the FY 2017 COTE minutes60
related to increasing the use of renewable energy as the source of the electricity
it consumes, as well as reducing the amount of energy currently consumed by the
University, especially as in regards to new building construction. More recently, on
October 15, 2018, the Council passed a resolution urging the University to shift
its current standard of LEED certification for new buildings to a Net Zero Energy
performance standard for new buildings.61
Carbon Offset

Economic.
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As a state-supported institution, Indiana taxpayers
are concerned with the financial well-being of the University.
Accessing records of the University’s financial activity,
taxpayers and other stakeholders can better understand
the economic status of the institution. This section of the report
highlights key aspects related to the economic conditions of the University
during fiscal year 2017—July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017;
including total funding, revenues, liabilities, and expenses.

Economic Value
Direct Value Generated.

Revenues generated by Ball State University (Figure 2) are reported as operating,
non-operating and other. As shown in Table 3, operating revenues refers to direct
income that was acquired from the sale of goods or charges for services, including
tuition and fees, housing, dining, and athletics.1 State appropriations, which were
used primarily for operations, are identified as non-operating revenues. Other
revenues include capital appropriations, gifts and grants, or non-recurring revenues.
In FY 2017, the total operating revenue was $274 million,1 an
increase of $9.0 million or 3.4% from FY 2016 . This increase
Table 3. Historic Economic Value Retained 1
is largely attributed to an increase in student tuition and fees
by 1.65% with an overall added enrollment of 3.0%.
Changes in Value
FY 2017
FY 2016

Direct Value Distributed.

Expenses of Ball State University are represented by the
total cost necessary to carry out programs and all other
purposes of the University. In FY 2017, operating expenses
increased by $11.2 million (2.3%) to $493.1 million
(Table 3).1 Personnel services and benefits accounted for
approximately 67% of total operating expenses (Figure
3). This number has grown by approximately 1% over the
past 3 fiscal years. The University also saw a decrease in
supplies and expenses attributed to repairs and maintenance,
representing about $2.0 million. 3

FY 2015

Direct Income or
Operating Revenues

$274,006,946

$265,002,481

$262,196,219

State Appropriations or
Non-Operating Revenues

$213,822,564

$220,356,991

$204,497,975

$7,679,369

$7,991,003

$14,790,813

Economic Value Generated or
Total Revenues

$495,508,879

$493,350,475

$481,485,007

Economic Value Distributed
Operating Expenses

$493,066,361

$481,846,017

$465,096,945

Other Revenues

Economic Value Retained

$2,442,518

$11,504,458

$16,388,062

Source: Ball State University, Office of University Controller. (2018). Financial Report: Year Ended June 30, 2017. Muncie, Indiana: Author.
Retrieved from http://cms.bsu.edu/
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Figure 2. Historic Total Revenues by Source 1

Figure 3. Historic Total Expenses by Source 1
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Liabilities and Funding.
Liabilities for the University include both short-term and long-term responsibilities.
As indicated in Table 4, the University’s total liabilities were $381.8 million,1 an
increase of $0.4 million, or 0.7%.The net increase was primarily due to a decrease
in accounts payable of $3.0 million and an increase in the current portion of bonds

payable of $2.9 million. One of the ways the University eliminates portions of those
liabilities is through financial assistance received from the government (see Table
5). Ball State University received $145,366,2341 in state appropriations which
represents about a $1.2 million increase from FY 2016.

Table 4. Historic Liabilities 1
Liabilities

FY 2017

FY 2016

FY 2015

Current Liabilities

$49,774,724.00

$49,411,657.00

$49,078,031.00

Noncurrent Liabilities

$327,311,261.00

$273,716,582.00

$227,290,917.00

Deferred Inflows of Resources

$4,681,084.00

$5,825,411.00

$6,759,333.00

$381,767,069.00

$328,953,650.00

$283,128,281.00

Total Liabilities

Source: Ball State University, Office of University Controller. (2018). Financial Report: Year Ended June 30, 2017. Muncie, Indiana: Author. Retrieved from http://cms.bsu.edu/

Table 5. Historic Government Funding and Aid 1
Changes in Funding

FY 2017

FY 2016

FY 2015

Operating Revenue: Federal Grants and Contracts

$4,654,999

$5,561,193

$5,561,137

Operating Revenue: State & Local Grants and Contracts

$2,432,258

$2,584,002

$1,622,278

Non-Capital Financing Activities: Federal and State Scholarships and Grants

$52,408,370

$49,905,136

$48,015,068

Non-Capital Financing Activities: State Appropriations

$145,366,234

$144,084,123

$143,352,066

Total Government Funding

$204,861,861

$202,134,454

$198,550,549

Source: Ball State University, Office of University Controller. (2017). Financial Report: Year Ended June 30, 2016. Muncie, Indiana: Author. Retrieved from http://cms.bsu.edu/

Climate Change.
Risks.

Climate change poses a risk to Ball State University as it does to other institutions
globally. Looking specifically at the projected economic impacts of climate change,
though there have been fewer studies than the environmental impacts, the cost
of climate change needs to be understood to accurately prepare for the future.
Auffhammer outlines one technique to study the potential economic challenges
of climate change.2 “Climate change is a global phenomenon and hence local
emissions result in global damages, the quantification of which is challenging as
damages vary across space and time. Second, greenhouse gases are long-lived,
which means that today’s emissions affect generations hundreds of years from
now.”2 Several frameworks exist today to calculate the ‘social cost of carbon.’3
These systems include: Dynamic Integrated Climate–Economy (DICE) model by
2018 Nobel Laureate William Nordhaus; Climate Framework for Uncertainty,
Negotiation and Distribution (FUND) model by David Anthoff and Richard Tol; and
Policy Analysis of the Greenhouse Effect (PAGE) model by Chris Hope. These three
models were adopted by former president Obama to calculate an official social cost
of carbon to be used across the board in federal rulemaking.3
Looking at the state level, Purdue University recently published the Indiana
Climate Change Impacts Assessment outlining the risks to Indiana’s most utilized
resources associated with the increased carbon levels.4 Their study found that
the Midwest is at a high economic risk because of the high levels of agricultural
production in the area. “Changes to the state’s climate over the coming decades,
including increasing temperatures, changes in precipitation amounts and patterns,
and rising levels of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the air will result in several direct
and indirect impacts to the state’s agricultural industry.”4 Currently Agriculture
contributes an estimated $31.2 billion to Indiana’s economy.5 Thus, there is a
risk that state funding could be negatively impacted by a downturn in agricultural
production.

Opportunities.

Ball State University continues to utilize the on-site district-scale Geothermal
Heat Pump Chiller Heating and Cooling System to reduce emissions of greenhouse
gasses, in addition to reducing the cost of campus-wide heating and cooling. In
recent years, Ball State University has increased its commitment to mitigating
climate change. Founded in 2001, Ball State University Council on the Environment
(COTE) periodically adopts resolutions that align with their mission to ‘promote the
sustainable use of natural resources.’6 In FY 2017, the Council adopted a resolution
titled Commuter and Carpool Facilitation7 outlining the economic and environmental
benefits of reducing the number of cars traveling to campus each day as well
as minimizing the number of vehicles utilized for the transportation of Ball State
employees. To assist with this initiative the University has resolved to encourage
staff to work with CIRTA Commuter Connect to expand their current transportation
benefits.
The most significant opportunity the University has seen with regard to climate
change has been its participation in the Voluntary Carbon Market (VCM). The VCM
presents the University with the opportunity to generate capital for infrastructure
investments made on site that eliminate carbon emissions. The capital gained from
the transaction of these credits are placed into a ‘green revolving fund’ which can
be used for future efficiency improvement projects. Ball State University served as a
pilot site for testing the qualifying methodology to legitimize the exchange of these
credits and now serves as model for other universities interested in participating in
the Voluntary Carbon Market.8
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Compensation.
Excluding students, the total number of part-time and full-time employees at
Ball State University throughout FY 2017 was 3,834.9 Forty percent of employees
were subject to hourly wage compensation. In Indiana, the minimum wage rate was
$7.25 per hour.10 As compared to FY 2016, there was a slight decrease in hourly
wage employees, and a slight increase in those who recieved annual salaries (Table
6).
Table 7 outlines University employees subject to minimum wage by employee
class and separated by gender.11 Of these, about 6% were part-time employees
and 23% were not elegible for benefits. Female employees comprised 59% of all
employees subject to minimum wage, with the largest employee class being fulltime, benefits-eligible, non-exempt staff with 468 female employees. Please note
that this does not include student on-campus employment and that totals in Table 6
and Table 7 vary due to non-reporting.

Student Employees

Ball State also employed 5,679 student workers for 8,733 positions throughout
FY 2017.12 Student employees could have worked up to 20 hours per week during
the fall and spring semesters; during University breaks, a student could have worked
up to 40 hours a week.13

Table 6. All Employees in FY 2017 by Compensation Type 9
Type

FY 2017

FY 2016

Hourly

1,570

1,617

Salary

2,264

2,259

Total

3,834

3,876

Source: Woods, M. (personal correspondence, April 4, 2019)

The entry level compensation rates varied by type of position with higher
compensation rates for graduate assistants. Most compensation for student
employment positions started at $7.25 per hour, with a maximum compensation
for an undergraduate student at $9.00 per hour. Students were eligible for a wage
increase of $0.25 per semester.

Table 7. All Employees in FY 2017 Subject to Minimum Wage by Class and Gender 11
Employee Class Subject to Minimum Wage

Male

Female

Total

Percentage

Non-Exempt Staff FT Benefits Eligible

131

468

599

40%

Non-Exempt Staff Reg PT No Benefits

8

19

27

2%

All Temporary Bi-Weekly No Benefits

128

92

220

15%

Affiliated Service FT Benefits Eligible

34

21

55

4%

Bargaining Unit FT Benefits Eligible

277

228

505

33%

Bargaining Unit PT No Benefits

38

66

104

7%

Total

616

894

1,510

100%

Key: FT=Full Time; and PT=Part Time. Source: Stoss, K. (personal correspondence, February 13, 2019)
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Indirect Impacts.
As one of the largest universities in Indiana and one of the largest employers in
East Central Indiana, Ball State has considerable economic impact upon the local
community—defined as Delaware County—and the region. Employing over 3,800
people throughout FY 2017, Michael Hicks, director of Center for Business and
Economic Research at Ball State, estimates that “the presence of Ball State adds
more than 10,000 jobs and $586 million of Gross Domestic Product to Delaware
County”.14 These impacts can also be accounted in local property taxes, travel and
tourism spending in the region, and property values.

Taxes and K-12 School Enrollment.

As a publicly-supported institution, Ball State is exempt from most taxation
including property taxes on its 731 acres of the 17,664 acres within the Muncie
municipal limits.14 However, the employees and economic activity associated with
University operations generate tax revenue locally. Those employees and students
residing in the county are subject to property taxes, local option income taxes, wheel
taxes, and fees. Seventy-four percent of Ball State employees and 76% of their
earnings are estimated to reside in Delaware County.14 Considering the residential
investment of those associated with Ball State University, it is estimated that the
University provided a local tax impact of $20.5 million.14 This tax impact also is
translated to the community schools as they collect a portion of the property taxes
for their funding. The University is estimated to have a 21% impact on local public
school enrollment“ that results in state payments to local schools of roughly $20.5
million annually.14

Local Tourism.

The University serves as an athletic, cultural, and educational attraction for
tourists to the East Central Indiana Area. In 2017, more than 76,000 ticketed
visitors attended athletic events and over 96,000 ticketed visitors attended cultural
events at Emens, Pruis Hall, David Owsley Museum of Art and other venues on
campus.14 Looking at the larger community, the total impact of tourism attributable
to Ball State University is roughly $43.7 million per year when accounting for the
indirect and induced effect of tourism.14 This is likley a conservative estimate, as
it does not reflect unticketed visits for events such as a graduation, non-ticketed

performances or athletic events, academic conferences, or general visits by friends
and family to the campus.14

Property Values.

Although property values and housing prices have been declining for decades,
Michael Hicks estimated that “the situation would be almost 10 percent worse
without the concurrent population growth attributable to Ball State University. Indeed,
the additional property tax value associated with this increase in home values is
roughly $4 million per year across Delaware County.”14 As a growing campus, new
construction, such as the Health Professionals building, also yields positive impact
on the market value of surrounding properties.

Potential Impacts: Senior Management

A greater number of senior management hires from the local community
represents a potential to strengthen the ties between organizations and the
community in which they operate.15 Of Ball State University’s senior management—
the 11 members who comprise the President’s Cabinet—33.3% were hired from
the local community.16
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Purchasing.
The products and material resources purchased by Ball State to achieve its
educational and scholarly missions include a broad range of electronic products,
educational furnishings, specialized laboratory equipment, and consumable supplies.
As a residential campus, goods and services were distributed through Dining
Services, Housing and Residence Life, and Student Health Center. The intercollegiate
athletic program, intramural sports, and community engagement activities
consumed goods and services to support competitive sports programs, health and
wellness programs, and performances on campus. Additionally, Transportation
Services maintains a fleet of biodiesel, E85 and hybrid vehicles for on-campus and
off-campus travel.
The Purchasing Services Office coordinates the acquisition of goods, construction
materials, professional and support services for Ball State. In FY 2017, Purchasing
Services processed 35,669 purchase orders totaling $192,021,529.17 Per the
code of ethics set forth by the National Association of Educational Procurement,18
Purchasing Services seeks to obtain “maximum value for each dollar of expenditure”
as well as foster fair-trade practices.19 The Purchasing Services Office did not
report the percentage of the procurement budget spent on local suppliers (within
250 miles from campus). However, Dining Services sources a variety of produce,
eggs, and meats from local suppliers when in season; see page 66-67 for additional
information.

Social Assessment.

The Purchasing Services Office does not conduct formal social assessments
for new suppliers, nor does it account for impacts in the supply chain. The office
did employ race-and gender-neutral measures to encourage the participation
of local and minority- and woman-owned businesses (MWBE) in its contracting
endeavors. A disparity study commissioned by the Indiana Department of
Administration concluded that between 2009 and 2014, 11,8% of prime contracts
and subcontracts were awarded to MWBE, with 10.7% awarded to white women
business enterprises.21 The study concluded that the race- and gender-neutral
measures employed by Ball State did not sufficiently address disparities for several
groups and encouraged Ball State to use race-and gender-conscious measures

that specifically encourage the participation of MWBE, to set MWBE contract goals
in the future, as well as “to unbundle relatively large contracts into several smaller
contracts” that are more accessible to small businesses.21
In FY 2017, three percent of purchase orders were awarded to MWBE.22 To
address this disparity, Roger Hassenzahl, director of Purchasing Services Office,
reports that the University is currently taking several active measures to increase
minority suppliers, including the following:
• In 2018, a Diversity Task Force comprised of community and University leaders
was established to address these and others disparities;
• The Purchasing Office is attending nine local and state-wide events that target
MWBE, such as Black Expo; and
• The director of Purchasing Services is an active member of a state-level
committee of the Indiana Department of Administrations, Diversity Department
to address these issues. 22

Environmental Assessment.
Interviews and document reviews indicate that Purchasing Services Office has
no policies or programmatic procedures to screen suppliers by environmental
criteria nor for negative environmental impacts within the supply chain. However,
a variety of practices and awards indicate that Purchasing Services applies some
environmental criteria to purchasing decisions. For example, Ball State’s Purchasing
Services Office was awarded “Silver” certification during the 2017 State Electronics
Challenge.20 This award recognizes organizations for “purchasing EPEAT®
(Electronic Product Environmental Assessment Tool) registered computers and
imaging equipment” and “responsibly recycling office electronics at the end of their
service life.”20
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Recommendations.

The FY 2017 GRI team strongly encourages the Purchasing Services Office to
embed environmental criteria for the selection of suppliers, products, and services
into their policies and purchasing contracts. Doing so may incentivize suppliers
to prevent, mitigate or remediate their environmental impacts. Energy efficiency,
recyclability, recycled content, water efficiency, sustainably-sourced materials, and
durability are among the most highly valued qualities of sustainability products, and
often are associated with lower greenhouse gas emissions.

Anti-Corruption.

In FY 2017, no incidents of corruption were reported by the University.23 To assess
risk, the University utilizes an Enterprise Risk Management Program “that focuses on
identifying and treating risk across the entire institution. Interdisciplinary teams meet
regularly to discuss the potential impact of all types of risk (operational, financial,
human capital, strategic, legal/regulatory and technological, in addition to safety,
hazard-related and legal liability exposures).24
Ball State University has enacted several ‘Conflict of Interest’ policies, set forth
with the goal of ensuring that members of the University community do not engage
in behaviors that risk compromising the university’s reputation and integrity. These
policies are outlined in the employee and student handbooks, such as the Faculty
and Professional Handbook,25 which the University asks personnel to read during
new-hire orientation. The University defines that “A “conflict of interest” exists
when a University employee is in a position to influence, either directly or indirectly,
University business, research or other decisions in matters in which the employee or a
dependent of the employee has a significant financial interest.”25
No anti-competitive behavior or monopolistic actions were reported during FY 2017.

SOCIAL.
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“We believe that every one of these [aspects

of social sustainability] is imperative to the
continued sustainability of Ball State as a
trusted, viable employer. The workforce, at
whatever level of authority/ responsibility, must
trust that the institution is committed to the
vision and mission without fail and if there
are inadvertent missteps, ethical corrective
measures will be taken to ensure the trust of
those individuals is not compromised. ER/AA
works each day to provide transparent and
unwavering loyalty to the Beneficence pledge,
which we believe communicates that Ball
State’s economic, environmental, and social
impacts will be sustainable.”
- Melissa Rubrecht, Director of Employee Relations
and Affirmative Action (ER/AA)60

Employment.
Ball State University was a significant employer in
Muncie, Indiana, employing 3,834 people in both fulltime and part-time positions excluding student positions
throughout FY 2017.1 On October 31, 2016, Ball State
employed 3,161 full-time employees with the largest
employment class being instructional faculty (Figure 4).2
The labor practices the University upholds are vital to
its effectiveness as an institution of higher learning, as
well as the general health, safety, and satisfaction of all
stakeholders.
“Ball State University is committed to the principles
of nondiscrimination and equal opportunity in education
and employment. Further, the University is committed to
the pursuit of excellence by prohibiting discrimination
and being inclusive of individuals without regard to race,
religion, color, sex (including pregnancy), sexual orientation,
gender identity or gender expression, disability, genetic
information, ethnicity, national origin or ancestry, age, or
protected veteran status.”3
During FY 2017, Ball State University hired a total of
588 new employees, excluding student employees. Annual
compensation for these various positions ranged from
$225 for short-term temporary assignments to $585,0001
for full-time employees.
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Figure 4. Full-time Employees by Employment Class as of October 31, 2016 2
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Employee Benefits.
Ball State University is committed to the health and wellbeing of its employees.
According to Angie Gregory, director of Employee Benefits, the University offers
insurance benefits to eligible employees.5 Some insurance benefits offered
are mandatory, including life insurance, accidental death and dismemberment
insurance, University subsidized short-term disability (for Service employees only),
and long-term disability. Employees may elect or waive other benefits, including
three medical plan options, dental, vision, a health savings account, and flexible
spending accounts. There were no significant changes to benefits in FY 2017.
The University added coverage for bariatric surgery to the health insurance plan,
effective January 1, 2017. The University continues to offer wellness incentives and
tools from Anthem to help manage healthcare costs.

Working Well.

Along with the other benefits offered to employees is Ball State’s Working Well
program, which focuses in on healthy living and practices. This program includes
health checks, coaching, educational resources, therapy, and exercise facilities
such as several gyms, pools, and tracks on campus, tennis courts, outdoor pursuits,
and walking trails and bike racks to aid in improving the health of the university
employees. The Working Well program rewards individuals for jump-starting or
maintaining a healthy lifestyle with a maximum reward of $180.6

Retirement Plans.

Ball State University provides multiple retirement savings plans and contributes
to retirement savings plans for benefit-eligible employees. Ball State contributed
$22,694,033 in FY 2017, which is a 2.2% increase from FY 2016.5 Table 8 breaks
down the total participation and contributions for the retirement benefit plans offered
by the University.
Table 8: Employee Retirement Plans
Plan
Public Employee’s
Retirement Fund (PERF)
Teacher’s Retirement
Fund

Total Employer
Contributions

Number of
Participants

$7,331,023

1,473

$2,501,387

400

Alternate Pension Plan

$12,861,623

1,664

Total

$22,694,033

3,537

Parental Leave.

Service employees, temporary and semester-only employees were not entitled
to paid parental leave during FY 2017.7 All other full-time and part-time employees
of Ball State University were entitled to paid parental leave and entitlement was not
dependent on gender.
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Diversity.
Ball State University aspires to be a university that attracts and
retains a diverse faculty, staff, and student body. Ball State is
committed to ensuring that all members of the campus community
are welcome through its practice of valuing the varied experiences
and worldviews of those it serves. It promotes a culture of respect
and civil discourse as evident in the Beneficence Pledge.8 According
to the United States Census Bureau’s 2016 population estimates,
Indiana’s racial composition was 85.4% White, 9.7% Black or African
American, and 7.% Hispanic or Latino.9

Figure 5: All Employees by Race as Of November 1, 2016 11

African American4.81%

White
86.41%

American Indian /
Alaskan Native /
Hawaiian / Other
0.37%
Asian1.36%

Other
13.59%

Bi-Racial 1.16%

All Employees.

Hispanic1.76%
International 3.82%

During FY 2017, the total employee composition of the University
was 86.41% White, 4.81% Black or African American, and 1.76%
Hispanic (Figure 5).10 Women comprised 54.8% of the employee
base, while men were 45.2% of the employee base. Age composition
of the employee base was Under 30 (8.3%), 30-50 (44.9%), and Over
50 (46.8%).

Senior Management.

Senior Management at Ball State University totaled 33 people in
FY 2017.11 Its racial composition was 94% White, 3% Asian, and 3%
American Indian or Alaskan Native (Figure 6). The gender composition
of Senior Management is relatively equal, with 51% women and 49%
men. Age composition of the Senior Management base was 30-50
(21%) and Over 50 (79%).

Unknown 0.31%

Figure 6: Senior Management by Race as of November 1, 2016 11

American Indian or
Alaskan Native, 3%

White, 94%
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Figure 7: Enrolled Students by Race as of November 1, 201612

Student Body.

The student body at Ball State University totaled 21,998 people as
of November 1, 2016.12 The student body’s racial composition was
78.37% White, 7.12% Black or African American, and 4.45% Hispanic
(Figure 7).12 The gender composition of the student body was 62.5%
women and 37.5% men.13 Age composition of the student body was
Under 30 (88.7%), 30-50 (10%), Over 50 (1.24%), and Unknown
(0.06%).14

Affirmative Action.

“As an equal opportunity employer, the University determines
whether racial representation is appropriate by determining availability
as outlined by affirmative action regulations. Availability is an estimate
of the proportion of each gender and race/ethnic group available and
qualified for employment at Ball State University for a given job group
in the relevant labor market. In other words, availability indicates the
approximate level at which each race/ethnic and gender group could
reasonably be expected to be represented in the University.”15
In addition to the action-oriented programs established annually
by the Affirmative Action Plan, the University also has established
a Diversity Committee which is charged to analyze the University’s
diversity and inclusion efforts and make additional recommendations in
response to its findings.
Upon reviewing the University diversity statistics for FY 2017, Ball
State’s University Diversity Committee offered several recommendations
to increase as well as maintain diversity among employees of the
University, including working on faculty retention efforts by creating
a network of support at the University and in the greater Muncie
community.16

African American
7.12%
American Indian / Alaskan
Native / Hawaiian / Other
0.15%
Asian 1.42%
White
78.37%

Other
21.63%

Bi-Racial 2.55%
Hispanic 4.45%
International 2.58%
Unknown 3.35%

Non-Discrimination.
University Statement On Non-Discrimination.

“Ball State University is committed to the principles of nondiscrimination and
equal opportunity in education and employment. Further, the University is committed
to the pursuit of excellence by prohibiting discrimination and being inclusive of
individuals without regard to race, religion, color, sex (including pregnancy), sexual
orientation, gender identity or gender expression, disability, genetic information,
ethnicity, national origin or ancestry, age, or protected veteran status. This
commitment enables the University to provide qualified individuals access to all
academic and employment programs on the basis of demonstrated ability without
regard to personal factors that are irrelevant to the program or job requirements
involved.”17
As Ball State continues to pursue its goals of diversity and inclusion, it faces many
challenges, such as bias incidents, that hinder its ability to meet these goals.

all persons on campus,” with the hope of continued conversations about diversity
and inclusion goals for the University.20
In 2016, the state of Indiana reported 6,063 bias incidents and hate crimes.
The 2016 FBI report stated that 58.9% of these incidents were on the basis of
race/ethnicity; 21% were on the basis of religion; 16.7% were based on sexual
orientation, and 3.2% were based on disability, gender identity, and gender bias.21

Hate Crimes.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation defines a hate crime as a “criminal offense
against a person or property motivated in whole or in part by an offender’s bias
against a race, religion, disability, sexual orientation, ethnicity, gender, or gender
identity.”22
Ball State University defines a hate crime as “one that manifests evidence that the
victim was intentionally selected because of the perpetrator’s bias against the victim
in the categories of the victim’s actual or perceived race, religion, gender, gender
identity, sexual orientation, ethnicity, national origin, and/or disability.”
Bias Incidents.
Ball State University reports hate crimes when they occur “in the form or in
Ball State University defines a Biased Incident as “a behavior or act—verbal,
conjunction with simple assaults, larceny-theft, intimidation, and destruction/
written, or physical—that is personally directed against or targets an individual or
group based on any of the following characteristics, perceived or actual: race, color, damage/ vandalism to property.”23 The University recorded three hate crimes during
religious beliefs, sex, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, FY 2017, which is up from the zero reported in FY 2016.7
national or ethnic origin, disability, veteran status, or age.”18 The University
Grievances.
classifies bias incidents differently from hate crimes because “no criminal activity is
Ball State University provides formal grievance mechanisms to all its employees.
involved”.13
The Faculty and Professional Personnel Handbook, Staff Handbook, and Handbook
The number of bias incidents filed with University Compliance at Ball State
for Service Personal supply a detailed description of the different processes
University in FY 2017 was 38, a slight decrease from the 41 reported in 2016
that employees of the University can activate the grievance process and seek a
(Figure 8).19 The largest category of bias incidents in FY 2017 related to Age, with
resolution. In addition to the outlined grievance mechanisms in the documents, Ball
14 reported incidents, a 250% increase. Other categories with significant increases
State University has several related policies that are used to guide the grievance
in FY 2017 were Gender, 66.6% increase, and Retaliation, 57.1% increase. These
approach.
numbers do not reflect bias incidents reported by students.
These policies include the Ball State University Equal Opportunity and Affirmative
The status of filed complaints and the actions taken by the University are not
Action Complaint Investigation Procedure and Appeal Process, Whistleblower
reported due to confidentiality. The University Diversity Committee “encourage[s] the
Protection Policy, Policy on Consensual Sexual or Romantic Relationships, Statement
university to continue efforts and initiatives to support a welcoming environment for
on Sexual Harassment, and Pay Transparency Nondiscrimination Notice.2
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Figure 8: Summary of Complaints Filed with University Compliance - Faculty and Professional Staff 19

Bias Incident Reporting System.

Students at Ball State University have several
mechanisms to report grievances. The Bias Incident
Reporting system is one of these mechanisms. This
system allows the student to submit grievances to the
Multicultural Center.25
Once these grievances are submitted, trained
staff review the report and meet with the student to
determine if the incident can be resolved without action
or if the student wants to pursue a course of action.
This system helps students not only come forward with
bias incidents; it also helps the student to understand
if their incident qualifies as a bias incident requiring
formal action.
During FY 2017, the Multicultural Center reported a
total of 30 reported bias incidents by students (Figure
9).26 The largest category for reported incidents was
Race, Ethnicity, or National Origin, totaling 15.

Figure 9: Summary of Bias Incidents Reported by Students 26
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Ball State exemplifies a value for protecting human rights in its policies and practices.
Employee Relations, a division of Human Resources, incorporates human rights issues into
training programs on employee rights and responsibilities, processes, and benefits. Although
specific statistics were not forthcoming, historically, Employee Relations engaged in at least one
or two training sessions per week.27
The Diversity Committee and MultiCultural Center at Ball State strove to create an inclusive
culture at Ball State that respects human rights. The University Diversity Final Report 2016-2017
offers insights into the challenges and initiatives.28
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Gender and Equal Remuneration.

According to Ball State University’s Office of Institutional Diversity, females
State faculty members and include these subcommittees: Gender Pay Gap/Years to
comprised 54.8% of the employee base; overall this represented no significant
Promotion for Female Faculty, Faculty & Staff Support, and Child-care. Through this
change from FY 2016.10 As of October 30, 2016, female employees were
task force and other initiatives of the Office of Institutional Diversity, it is clear that
underrepresented among full-time employees in 7 of 11 employment categories
gender equity is valued and will continue to be addressed at Ball State University.
(see Table 9) with the greatest underrepresentation occurring among Skilled Trades
(≈6%) and Professors (≈ 39%).29
As of October 30, 2016, average annual earnings for full-time
employees indicated a significant gender gap for most employment
Table 9: Gender and Remuneration Among Full-Time Employees 29
categories. Females earned significantly less than their male
counterparts in 7 of 11 employment categories (Table 9) with highest
FY 2017
FY 2016*
differences indicated for Professional Staff (≈17%), Professor
% Difference of Average
% Difference of Average
(≈16%), and Administrative Staff categories (≈13%). In contrast,
Female
Female
Employment Category
Actual Earnings of Females
Actual Earnings of Females
female overrepresentation was highest among three employment
Representation
Representation
to Males
to Males
categories where median earnings were lowest, including Clerical
Staff (Md=$34,955), Non-Tenure Track Instructors (Md=$49,545),
Administrative Staff
45.7%
-13.4%
44.1%
-16.0%
and Service/Maintenance (Md=$35,651). 29

State and Nation.

According to the American Association of University Women,
“the average central Indiana woman made $11,200 less than the
average Central Indiana man in 2017.”30 The overall gender pay gap
in Indiana was -21%, making Indiana the third-worst in the nation.
The Institute for Women’s Policy Research reported that the gender
wage gap did not improve for full-time workers in the United States
between 2016 and 2017.31 The ratio of women’s to men’s annual
earnings was about 80.5% in 2016, meaning there was a wage gap
of 19.5% in the United States.
Ball State University’s Office of Institutional Diversity has a Gender
Equity Task Force, which is “committed to ensuring all Ball State
University faculty are provided a High Quality Work-Life Environment.
The Gender Equity Task Force sub-committees work to create
an environment where faculty feel supported, encouraged and
valued.”32 The work groups of this task force are comprised of Ball

Professional Staff

47.8%

-17.0%

46.8%

-16.4%

Technical Staff

44.4%

-8.8%

46.7%

-8.1%

Clerical Staff

92.9%

17.5%

93.3%

16.0%

Skilled Trades

6.2%

-0.4%

5.6%

-6.3%

Service/Maintenance

59.3%

-12.2%

60.3%

-12.2%

Professor

39.3%

-15.7%

38.9%

-15.9%

Associate Professor

47.8%

-7.1%

47.6%

-7.1%

Assistant Professor

45.7%

-1.5%

46.6%

-3.2%

Instructors (Non-Tenure Track)

60.7%

-6.6%

59.5%

-6.6%

Instructional Staff

* Estimates for FY 2016 are restatements from FY 2017; see page 75.

Training and Development.
Within Ball State University there is no unified training log across the campus
for all employees, rather individual offices track specific training by employee
category. University Human Resource Service, the Office of Risk Management
and Environmental Health and Safety, and the University Police Department all
provided training data for FY 2017.

Office of Human Resources.

University Human Resource Services tracks training and professional
development of faculty and other staff members (Table 10). Some of the
training initiatives required for different employment groups include the Campus
SaVE (Campus Sexual Violence Elimination) Act, Red Flag (limited to employees
who manage money, credit cards, and privacy information), FERPA, and HIPAA
Benefits.
“The Campus SaVE Act requires that institutions of higher education, such
as Ball State University, provide mandatory training to employees covering
topics and providing primary prevention and awareness programs regarding
rape awareness, domestic and dating violence, sexual assault, and stalking.”33
This training initiative was enacted in 2015 and remains an essential facet of
the faculty training programs. This training is mandatory for all current student
employees, which is a change from its initial implementation for only nonstudent employees.

Risk Management, Environmental Health & Safety.

The Offices of Risk Management and Environmental Health and Safety
provide and record training relevant to the health and well-being of Ball State
employees (Table 11). Employee Training is mandated under OSHA, EPA, DOT,
CDC, NRC, ISDH, and IDEM agencies and required under other university
initiatives. Training is provided in several different ways such as in-person,
videos, PowerPoints, Blackboard, or other learning management systems.
Laboratory training also is managed under Environmental Health and Safety for
both faculty and students.

Table 10: University Human Resource Services Training Hours by Employee Category and Gender
Category

Male

Female

Professional

453

752

Affiliated Service

18

19

Bargaining Unit

11

11

Exempt Staff

40

40

Faculty

177

297

Non Exempt Staff

150

1796

Temporary
Subtotals
Total Hours

0
848

17
2932
3779

Table 11: Offices of Risk Management and Environmental Health
and Safety - Training Hours By Employee Category and Gender
Employee Category
Skilled Crafts
Service/Maintenance
Administrative
Professional
Technical
Instructional

Male
1380
528
50
62
28
72

Female
73
645
32
67
15
55

Subtotals

2120

887

Total Hours

3,007

*Gender proportions derived from average 2016 GRI Table 1, Page 53, Gender and Remuneration among Full-Time
Employees. Participant gender is not recognized or recorded at EHS training sessions.
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University Police.

On campus, security is comprised of the University Police Department,
a division of Student Affairs and Enrollment Services. All campus police
receive formal training from Ball State with each recruit completing 80
hours of instruction within the core training portion of the field training
program before they can carry a weapon or make an arrest. This training
includes topics such as Active Shooter, Agency Hazard Plan, Bias Hate
Crimes, CPR and AED, Firearms, Physical Tactics, Standardized Field Sobriety
Tests, and Strategies and Tactics of Patrol Stops. In 2017 the University
Police Department completed 256 hours of training provided by Ball State
University. 34

Office of Information Security Services.

Computer networks and information technology are essential tools in
achieving the University’s educational mission. Through policy, monitoring,
inspection, and consistent management practices, the Office of Information
Security Services take a suite of actions to manage University data and
ensure against tampering, illegal access, destruction, theft and breaches of
student and employee data.
Management practices include procedures and standards of
authentication, remote password reset procedures, procedures for hosting
information systems managed by units of the University, and localized
response protocols when threats have been suspected.35 Several policies,
such as Data Management Procedures and Governance Structure,36 provide
guidance to those employees who serve as data stewards and identify
processes for reporting a data breach.37
To protect University data and maintain customer privacy, however,
requires due diligence by all users. Thus, students, visitors, and other
users of Ball States’ computer systems are informed of their Information
Technology Users’ Privileges and Responsibilities38 prior to acquiring a
network password and strategically throughout the year.
Tobiah Coffman, Director of Information Security Services, reports that
there were no customer complaints concerning breaches of customer
privacy during FY 2017.
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Health and Safety.

Employee Injury and Risk.

Statistics regarding on-the-job injuries and illnesses at Ball State
are maintained by the calendar year (CY). During CY 2016, Employee
Relations received 464 reports of on-the-job injury and illness.40 Table
12 shows the changes in employee statistical data from CY 2015 to CY
2016. As shown in Figure 10, the leading cause for employee lost time
incidents at Ball State is strains and sprains.

Table 12: Employee Injury Statistics by Calender Year (CY) 40
CY 2015

Change

CY 2016

On the Job Reports of Injury or Illness

540

464

Number of Reports that Resulted in at
least One day of absence

68

Number of Reports that missed more that
one week of work

38

Total Lost Work Days Due To Injury or
Illness

2121

Average Lost Day Rate

31.19

6
5
6
6
6

Number of Fatalities

0

70
28
1471
21.01

-

0

Source: Melissa Rubrecht, Director of Employee Relations and Affirmative Action

Figure 10: Employee Lost Time Injuries per Calender Year (CY) 40
45
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35

Number of Injury Reports

Occupational Health and Safety is overseen by the Offices of Risk
Management and Environmental Health and Safety. The management
system they have implemented for worker health and safety includes
voting membership and participation in several standing and chartered
committees with safety and health responsibilities, including the
Laboratory Safety and Security Committee, Radiation Safety Committee,
Biological Safety Committee, and Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee. The activities of these committees affect all employees
and students engaged in those aspects of the sciences or visual arts
that involve laboratory, research, or fieldwork. The Laboratory Safety
and Security Committee includes representatives from nearly all
academic departments in the sciences and arts, Facility Management,
Environmental Health and Safety, and the Ball State Police Department.
As for the Employee Safety Committee, the director of Risk
Management Kim Miller stated that “the Employee Safety Committee is
composed of three management and two bargaining unit employees and
is coordinated by Employee Relations to facilitate discussions concerning
safe working conditions and to develop programs as needed.”39
Training of employees in health and safety is provided or overseen
by Environmental Health and Safety to meet authoritative regulations
and best practices of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA), Centers for Disease Control (CDC), Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and many other
regulatory agencies and standard-setting organizations.
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High Risk.

Potentially significant risks to employees or students from exposure to asbestos,
mold, lead-based paint, or other environmental contaminants are remediated by
qualified outside contractors. Any work done by outside contractors is overseen by
Environmental Health and Safety and monitored by regulatory authorities (OSHA and
EPA). The Director of Risk Management, Insurance, and Safety stated that:
“Employees do perform asbestos, mold, and lead-based paint inspections
and sampling as part of the institution’s AHERA, OSHA, and NESHAP
compliance activities, however, OSHA standards for such inspection activities
are followed, and the potential exposure to staff is minimal. All buildings
are evaluated for known or suspected asbestos-containing materials, and
management plans are in place to minimize exposure hazards for employees
before any renovations begin. Occupational exposure to safety and health
hazards are present in the institutions educational and research laboratories
and involve a wide variety of hazards (for example chemical, physical, biological,
radiological, and so forth). All laboratory Principal Investigators (PIs) are
required to complete a laboratory hazard assessment and complete relevant

safety training. All employees and students potentially exposed to bloodborne
pathogens (nursing, dining, custodial, landscape and plumbing employees, etc.)
are covered under the institution’s Bloodborne Pathogen training/vaccination
program to prevent exposure.”41

Customer Health and Safety.
Assessments about employee and customer health and safety are made using
employee injury and illness records. These records are examined routinely to identify
hazards of the workplace, allowing corrective and preventative measures to be put
in action. Other assessments such as self-inspections, job-hazard analysis, accident
investigations, maintenance work orders, and worker suggestions are taken into
consideration to improve conditions for workers. This method had resulted in no
incidents of non-compliance of regulations concerning the health and safety of any
products or services used by Ball State during FY 2017.42
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Labor Practices.
Assessing child labor, forced labor, and unsafe working conditions are essential
procedures for maintaining social sustainability. According to the International
Labour Organization, there were 152 million victims of child labor; almost half
of them, 73 million, working in hazardous conditions.43 The United Nations
Sustainability Development Goals reflect initiatives to eradicate forced labor, child
labor, modern slavery, and human trafficking.44 Ball State University does not
employ anyone under the age of 18;45 this policy eliminates the risk of child labor
incidents at the University, however no data was available on suppliers to the
University.
“Employee Relations is responsible for administering and coordinating Ball State’s
labor relations policy, representing Ball State in its relations with bargaining unit
employees, and ensuring compliance with the provisions of the collective bargaining
agreement.”46 Ball State University adheres to the Fair Labor Standards Act and
negotiates conditions of overtime and overtime compensation for service personnel
with the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME),
Local #293.

Labor Relations.

Labor-management relations are detailed within the Handbook for Service
Personnel.47 Melissa Rubrecht, director of Employee Relations and Affirmative
Action, offered insights into the history of this relationship in the following:
The document titled, Conditions of Cooperation Between Ball State University
and Employee Organizations, is the framework document for establishing
the terms and conditions of the University’s relationship with bargaining unit
employees and their representatives. As noted in the opening preamble of
that document, “it is the policy of the Ball State University Board of Trustees to
receive and consider suggestions and advice from the University employees
staff in connection with the formulation of policies and the solutions of
problems affecting the general welfare and working conditions of, and the
services rendered by staff personnel of the University.” The document sets
forth in Sections 5 and 6 a process for on-going consultations between
employee(s), their representatives, and the University both on a regular basis
and as part of formal biennial negotiations.
In addition, the parties have agreed to certain other documents and
principles that ensure service employees have reasonable notice regarding
significant operational changes. The Seniority Agreement provides that the
Union and affected employees are provided at least seven calendar days’
notice before a layoff of greater than 20 days is implemented. The Overtime
Agreement permits the University to require mandatory overtime work; however,
employees are ensured that they will be provided “reasonable advance notice”
of all overtime opportunities. As part of the administration of disciplinary
rules and regulations, bargaining unit employees are provided at least onehour advance notice of any investigatory meetings, when possible, to provide
opportunity for consultation with their Union representative and arrange for
representation at said meetings. Additionally, the University has agreed that
disciplinary actions will only be taken if “just cause” standards are met, and
a four-step progressive disciplinary policy is typically followed, providing
employees an opportunity to correct problems before more serious disciplinary
steps are taken. However, in cases with more serious violations (e.g. theft,
fighting, harassment) not all four-steps may be utilized.48

Trademark and Licensing.
Merchandise bearing the Ball State brand is valuable socially and
economically for the institution. Students, families, staff and faculty, and other
customers who buy Ball State brand products provide significant revenue
to the University, and they also share the brand by using or wearing those
products.
Therefore, the University aims to find ethically responsible licensee
partners. The Trademark Licensing Program achieves this by working with
Learfield Licensing Partners to match with vendors whose values align with
the University’s.49
The university continues to be a part of Worker’s Rights Consortium (WRC)
and the Fair Labor Association (FLA).50 WRC closely monitors clothing apparel
companies to verify that they adhere to workers’ rights.51 The FLA similarly
works to improve workers’ rights. By being a part of these organizations, the
University upholds a high standard for the sourcing of products with the Ball
State name as well as to ensure that the integrity of the brand is maintained.
In FY 2017, there were no incidents of non-compliance with regulations or
voluntary codes related to Ball State branding and labeling.49
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Local Communities.
For many years now, Ball State University has played a critical role in the
local community. all State also strives to provide high-quality performances and
events at no cost to the public when possible.53 Ball State also provides excellent
opportunities for the local community to host events. With a wide range of resources
available, including a total estimated indoor space of 800,000-900,000 square feet
of sports facilities and recreational services, 70 acres of turf, and several extensive
auxiliary services at its disposal.52 The institution can rent out these spaces and
services at a reasonable fee.

Sports Facilities.

Serving a total number of 175,115 attendees during 799 events, with 129 of
those events being non-Ball State affiliated, the Sports Facilities has proven to
be a viable resource to student clubs and organizations on campus (Totaling 78
events), to the community, and even to neighboring schools (Totaling 93 events).54
The Sports Facilities continue to expand increasing the amount of usable space for
events.

Recreational Services.

Primarily used by students at Ball State, Recreational Services provided hundreds
of programs and services that served students and community members alike. In FY
2016, Recreational Services served 657,127 patrons from activities with 14,206 of
the patrons comprising non-Ball State affiliated individuals.55 Programs such as BSU
Fit, re-branded to REC Fit, offer motivating opportunities for patrons to improve their
health. Recreational Services which is the 3rd largest employer on campus,55 also
creates dozens of job opportunities for students.

Emens College-Community Auditorium.

Although an extensive renovation was in progress, Emens Auditorium staff
managed to sustain event operations. These efforts provided space for 70 events,
including 24 University-sponsored performances, as well as hosting 19 community
events.56 This auxiliary service encouraged community involvement. As customary
admission prices often presented a barrier for a significant number of persons
locally, many performances were supported by this insitituion, thereby enabling
reduced ticket prices, with some select events provided to the public free of charge.

Josh Gruver.
Josh Gruver is at the forefront of Ball State University’s pursuit of achieving
lofty sustainability goals through practical projects engaging the University and
surrounding community members. Gruver is an Assistant Professor at Ball State
University teaching in the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental
Management. His personal education background includes a Ph.D. in Philosophy
from Pennsylvania State University, and his research interests include the future
of forests and the human dimensions of natural resources. Although his research
background focused on forest resources and ownership, when he first began his
work in the state of Indiana, he quickly learned the value of agriculture in the role
area farmers can play in the development of this region.
Once he began his work at the University, he tailored his experience to develop
a project that combined student engagement, resource management, and
community outreach, and from this, the Muncie Food Hub Partnership was created.
According to the USDA, “a food hub is an organization that actively manages the
aggregation, distribution, and marketing of food products primarily from local
and regional producers to strengthen their ability to satisfy wholesale, retail, and
institutional demand.”57 As a response to growing food insecurity in the Muncie
and greater Delaware County area, Gruver and his team set out to help provide
essential nutrition to the area as well as provide financial security to local producers.
"Approximately 236 food hubs exist nationwide. Each food hub has to be modeled
uniquely to its community, which presents challenges when starting a new food
hub.” As Gruver states, "if you've seen one food hub, you've seen one food hub."
After extensive research and planning, along with reaching out to the Muncie
community, the Mobile Food Market was created. Operating in the summer months,
the truck receives fruits and vegetables from local producers. The food is collected
with a focus on food that is available locally when in season. Once the produce is
collected the truck makes scheduled stops in the areas of Muncie that have been
deemed the most vulnerable to food insecurity. The market has been active for one
season and during this time has been able to pay nearly $4,000 to farmers. By
providing these farmers with a reliable source to consistently purchase their crops
they can obtain a more stable income.
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In addition, to the impact the Market is
having on the community, Gruver’s ability to
engage students and other faculty on this project has
made this work a valuable part of Ball State’s sustainability education. Mobile
markets, such as the one run by Gruver and his class, are rare because these food
hubs are not typically university-owned and operated. Gruver says working with
students has provided the project with a great deal of additional resources because
of the diversity in skill sets of the students. The market provides students with
a variety of options for involvement; students can even take a course in Natural
Resources anf Environmental Management (NREM) for working in the market.
Gruver says he hopes the Market can be an opportunity to see growth in the
relationship between Ball State University and the surrounding community. Looking
forward, Gruver is excited for growth within the market, such as the ability to accept
SNAP cards from consumers. The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
(SNAP) supports low-income families with financial assistance aimed at proper
nutrition and education on how to make their food dollars stretch further.58 He is
also llooking forward to bringing in more farmers as well as diversifying the products
available. Long term, the Market will continue to serve as a hub for connecting
farmers to community members as well as serving as a learning opportunity for Ball
State University students and staff.53

Environmental.
Clean air, abundant resources, and thriving ecosystems are critical
to maintaining the quality of life in East Central Indiana and across
the globe. Ball State strives to “conserve natural resources and
restore environmental quality” by seeking “alternative practices and
procedures that minimize negative impacts on the environment.”1
In this section, the environmental management practices and
performances that inform how well Ball State University is meeting this
commitment are reported.
Data on energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, including
carbon dioxide and various oxides that have a significant impact on
air quality, are reported. In order to reduce the amount of carbon
emissions, Ball State has implemented multiple practices and various
projects to continue the path towards sustainability.
Ball State uses water as a shared resource; thus, data on water
withdrawal, consumption, and effluents are reported. The recycling and
disposal methods used for spent products, hazardous waste, and solid
waste are reported. In addition, Ball State manages several properties
to conserve and restore habitats for plants and wildlife.

water usage.

materials recycled.

emissions.

oil recycled.

energy usage.
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Overall Changes.
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Energy Consumption.
In FY 2017, Ball State consumed 814.2 Terajoules1 ( 1 J x 1012) of nonrenewable
energy to support its learning, research, service and administrative operations (Table
13).2 This estimate does not include fuels consumed by commuters, off-campus
purchases of fuels for University vehicles using a University credit card, nor public
transportation when employees travel on University business.3 Neither does this
include the fuel used to produce 109,386,520 pounds of steam sold to Indiana
University Health Ball Memorial Hospital4 which is located adjacent to campus.
Data were supplied in British Thermal Units. The following factor was used to
convert the unit to Joules:
1MMBtu = 0.001 Terajoule
As shown in Figure 11, nonrenewable energy consumption has shown a steady
decline over the last six years as the University replaced a coal-fired steam
system with a ground source heat pump system in March of 2014. In addition,
several energy conservation strategies have been employed, including replacing
appliances and light fixtures with more energy-efficient products, installing motionsensing switches, and modernizing buildings to reduce heat loss. Although there
are strong energy conservation purchasing practices, the management approach
does not appear to include explicit strategies to encourage the adoption of energy
conservation behaviors among University employees, students, or visitors.

Transportation.

Transportation Services manages a fleet of vehicles which moves people, goods,
products, and materials on campus, as well as providing some off-campus services.
The transportation fleet is composed of 330 vehicles3 including, trucks, cars,
8-passenger vans, and buses which are fueled by biodiesel, and ethanol-gasoline
mixtures (Table 14). Employees may reserve vehicles for students trips or business
travel through the University motor pool including hybrid vehicles. During fall and
spring semesters, buses operate on a shuttle-and-loop system. The loop system
is composed of 5 buses; coded as red, green, blue, or the newly added orange
loop which operate on different routes through campus and to/from key residential
properties.

Energy Intensity.

Energy consumption on Ball State’s campus also can be reported in terms of the
ratio of energy consumed in terajoules per student on campus. To calculate the
energy intensity ratio for Ball State, the total energy consumption for the given year
is divided by the total student population of the same given year (Table 14).

Table 13. Energy Consumption FY 2011 to FY 2017, Terajoules 2
FY 2012

FY 2013

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

Coal

394.7

98.1

54.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

Electricity

428.4

464.6

448.1

437.5

432.0

427.3

Natural Gas

207.4

430.2

429.7

483.9

403.8

371.9

15.7

13.5

14.1

13.5

13.7

0.0

Gasoline
E85 & E10 Gasoline
BioDiesel (B2, B20, Diesel)

2.0

2.4

4.1

3.0

2.7

9.4

24.5

23.8

27.2

25.2

25.1

5.6

0.1

0.1

0.1

946.7

860.9

814.2

Fuel Oil
TOTAL

1054.9

1016.7

959.3
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Recommendations.

The reporting team urges leaders to take more assertive measures to promote
energy efficiency and energy conservation behaviors among all members of the
University by:
1.		Including energy reduction and conservation goals within written policies;
2.		Offering training and incentives to employees for implementing energy
conservation measures, such as asking the Office of Parking Services to
offer a type of parking permit that promotes car pooling;
3.		Committing to Net Zero buildings for all new construction as proposed in a
resolution adopted by the Council on the Environment;5 and
4.		Designing and implementing a conservation awareness campaign.
In addition, Transportation Services should report the fuel and associated
emissions relative to off-campus purchases of fuel for University vehicles.

Table 14. Energy Intensity Ratios
Year

Energy Usage (TJ)2

Student Enrollment6

TJ/Student

2013

1,016.25

21,053

0.048

2014

959.25

20,503

0.047

2015

946.69

20,655

0.046

2016

860.89

21,196

0.041

2017

814.18

21,998

0.037
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Emissions.

Greenhouse gases (GHG), such as carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide, absorb
and emit thermal energy. The combustion of carbon-based fuels releases GHGs into the
Earth’s atmosphere. The build-up of GHGs in the atmosphere contributes to increases
in the average temperature of the Earth’s surface and oceans and drives climate
change.
The Sustainability Indicator Management and Analysis Platform (SIMAP®)7 was
used to estimate the GHG emissions for Ball State.8 Developed and managed
by the Sustainability Insititute of University of New Hampshire, SIMAP provides
insitutions of higher education a systematic strategy to track their carbon and
nitrogen footprints. As indicated in Figure 12 and Table 15, the GHG emissions
for Ball State University were 106,307.3 metric tons carbon dioxide
equivalents (CO2E)8 in FY 2017, representing a reduction of 11,512.5
metric tons as compared to FY 2016. These estimates do not include
emissions related to fuels purchased off-campus for University vehicles,
purchased goods and services, or steam production sold to the Indiana
University Ball Memorial Hospital.

Emission Intensity.

The ratio of GHG emissions per student during FY 2017 was 4.8
metric tons CO2E (see Table 15).

Classification of Greenhouse Gases.

Emissions are classified as Scope 1, Scope 2, or Scope
3. This categorization assists in monitoring progress toward
carbon neutrality.
According to the Greenhouse Gas Protocol,9 Scope
1 emissions are any GHG that is directly emitted
from sources which are controlled or owned by an
organization. This scope includes emissions resulting
from stationary combustion, which are the result
of fossil fuels being burned for heat, and mobile
combustion, which results from fossil fuels
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being burned for transporation. As indicated in Table 15, Scope 1 emissions have
decreased significantly since the installation of the ground source heat pump
system in 2012. However, these estimates have yet to account for the emissions
associated with fuels purchased off-campus for the transportation fleet.
The Greenhouse Gas Protocol defines Scope 2 as those “emissions from
purchased or acquired electricity, steam, heat and cooling.”9 Scope 2 emissions
have decreased due to energy efficiency upgrades at Ball State
and changes in the energy sources used by the electricity
supplier— American Electric Power.
Scope 3 is defined as any GHG that is emitted as a result of
the operations of an organization, but the source is not directly Metric Ton CO2E
controlled or owned by the organization. For example, the
160,000
emissions resulting from students and faculty commuting to
and from campus and the cost of bringing supplies to campus.
140,000
Because Scope 3 emissions are difficult to document, the
estimates are likely under-reported.

Other Air Emissions

As a by-product of fueling the heating and steam system with natural gas, Ball
State emitted 34 tons (30,844 kilograms) of nitrogen oxides into the atmosphere.12

Figure 12. Summary of Greenhouse Gas Emissions 8

Scope 1

Scope 2

Scope 3

120,000

Ozone-Depleting Substances

Ball State does not produce nor export refrigerants.
However, refrigerants—R134A, R407C, R410A, and R2210 —
are purchased for use in several University systems, including
the central chill plant, geothermal district heating and cooling
system, and air conditioners of the transportation fleet.
Although these substances have low ozone-depleting potential,
as a hydrofluorocarbon, R134A is a potent greenhouse gas;
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency reports that the global
warming potential is 1,430 times that of carbon dioxide.11
The reporting team urges Facilities and Planning
Management to phase out the use of R134A expeditiously. In
addition, the team urges the measurement and reporting of any
fugitive emissions of hydrofluorocarbons in GHG reporting.
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Carbon Neutrality Goal.
In recent years, Ball State University has committed publicly to more aggressively
reducing the University’s GHG emissions to net zero. On October 14, 2016,
Interim President Terry King, along with the President’s Sustainability Working
Group (PSWG), formally endorsed a big change in the University’s Carbon Neutral
Commitment date that move the target year from 2050 to 2030.13 President Mearns
confirmed this commitment by charging the President’s Sustainability Working
Group to review and revise, as appropriate and feasible, the Climate Action Plan for
the University.14 James Lowe, associate vice president of Facilities Planning and
Management, was appointed as chair.
This review of Ball State University’s programs and management practices
revealed several initiatives and practices that have contributed to a reduction in
the University’s energy consumption and the associated Scope 1 and 2 emissions.
James Lowe, vice president of Facilities Planning and Management, Professor
Robert Koester, director of the Center for Energy Research/Education/Service, and
Geoffrey Mearns, president, have all noted several management strategies that the
University has taken to reduce its energy usage and emissions, including:
- Replacing the coal-fired steam heat system with the ground source heat
pump system in 2012;
- Demolishing older, inefficient buildings;
- Constructing new buildings to meet at least LEED silver on the Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design scale;
- Renovating older buildings with more energy-efficient
fixtures and smart switches; and
-Competitions between residence halls to encourage
reductions in energy consumption among students.
In addition, the design of the new Health Professions
Building has incorporated two systems that will contribute to
the carbon neutrality goal. The roof of this building will host a
section of green roof, as well as an array of photovoltaic cells
(solar panels). These photovoltaic cells are estimated to power
10% of the building’s electrical load which is estimated at
230,000 kwh annually.15

Suggestions and Concerns.

Achieving carbon neutrality is an ambitious, critical goal for Ball State University.
The social, economic, and environmental impacts of climate change threatens the
quality of life in East Central Indiana and across the globe. The reporting team did
not find any policies within units that support this goal. The reporting team urges
the leaders of the University to intensify efforts to reduce GHG emissions associated
with the operations of Ball State. To that end, the team offers the following
recommendations:
- Ask the operational and academic units of the University to embed a value
for energy efficiency, energy conservation, and carbon neutrality within their
policies;
- Ask academic and operational units to commit to goals and action plans to
reduce GHG emissions, and routinely report progress toward these goals;
- Develop, implement, and monitor a publicity campaign that inspires the
community to adopt energy conserving practices and alternative transportation
options;
- Increase formal and informal opportunities to educate the community about the
relationship between energy consumption and climate change;
- Increase the transparency and collaborative engagement of the
President’s Sustainability Working Group with the employees
and students of the University;
- Increase the on-campus production of electricity from renewable
energy sources, including the installation of photovoltaic panels on
the roofs or parking lots of University buildings;
- Offer a parking option that would incentivize car pooling; and
- Expand incentives for use of electric vehicles.
In addition, the University should take a more comprehensive
measure of its GHG emissions, by reporting emissions associated
with off-campus purchases of fuel for University vehicles and the
fugitive emissions of refrigerants.
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Table 15. Summary of Total Emissions & Emission Intensity FY 2012 to FY 2017, Metric Tons CO2E 8
FY 2012

FY 2013

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

Stationary Combustion

45,959.7

30,507.1

26,532.8

24,385.8

20,352.7

18,745.0

Mobile Combustion

1,545.1

1,455.8

1,583.9

1,511.4

1,523.9

668.6

Total Scope 1

47,504.9

31,962.9

28,116.7

25,897.2

21,876.7

19,413.6

Purchased Electricity

75,109.0

81,448.1

78,557.2

76,709.8

75,731.2

68,007.1

Total Scope 2

75,109.0

81,448.1

78,557.2

76,709.8

75,731.2

68,007.1

Commuting

-

-

-

-

-

282.0

Air Travel

4,574.4

4,341.8

4,341.8

4,341.8

4,341.8

4,341.8

Solid Waste

9,365.1

9,300.0

9,300.0

9,086.1

8,224.3

13,892.7

Other (Paper & Food)

482.1

228.7

689.2

1,003.6

0.0

370.0

Scope 2 T&D Losses

7,583.1

8,223.1

7,931.3

7,744.8

7,645.9

-

Total Scope 3

22,004.7

22,093.6

22,262.2

22,176.2

20,212.0

18,886.5

TOTAL Emissions

144,618.6

135,504.5

128,936.1

124,783.2

117,819.8

106,307.3

Student Enrollment

22,147

21,053

20,503

20,655

21,196

21,998

Emission Intensity

6.5

6.4

6.3

6.0

5.6

4.8

Scope 1

Scope 2

Scope 3

Ground Source Heat Pumps
During the winter, the system uses the natural
temperature difference of the ground to
provide heat for a building. The heat energy from
the Earth transfers to the fluid in the pipes,
travels to the pump where the heat
energy exchanged to heat a building.

Graphic by Beth Brooks

The ground source heat pump is like that of a
refrigerator. The difference is that the ground source
heat pump uses the Earth’s moderate temperature to
sink or source heat, rather than using ambient air. In
each case, a pump pushes water through a loop to and
from the earth where it cools (sinks heat) or warms
(sources heat).
Winter Heating

During the summer, the system can be used to shed
excess heat from a building. The excess heat is pulled
from the space, travels to the ground, and the heat is
transferred back into the Earth. The Earth acts as a
giant heat sink...a thermal battery.

Summer Cooling
Geothermal Heat Pump
Compressor

To Building

Evaporator

Condenser

Distribution System

From Building

Ground Loop

Expansion Valve

Water & Effluents.
Water conservation is inherent in the day-to-day practices of Facilities Planning
and Management,16 but not explicitly stated in policy. Ball State University used
234,832,668 gallons of water in FY 2017,17 which amounted to a 1.8% decrease
from the 239,235,832 gallons used in FY 2016. Figure 13 reports water
consumption in megaliters.
Ball State University draws water from four university-owned wells and Muncie’s
city water supplier, American Indiana Water.18 Water supplied by American Indiana
Water is drawn from surface sources and three bedrock wells that are located along
the bank of the White River.
In FY 2017, 700,530 gallons of water used by the University originated from
wells located on University property.18 When compared to the 937,000 gallons of
well water used in FY 2016, the University consumed 236,470 gallons
fewer. About 697,530 gallons of the well water was used to irrigate athletics
fields and campus landscapes.18 The remaining 3,000 gallons were used
in the University’s laboratories and the Heat Plant. The Plant contains three
boilers that provide the University and Ball Memorial Hospital with steam
for heating and domestic water use.The University’s Landscape Services
collected a total of 54,767 gallons of rainwater that were used for the
campus landscapes.18
Ball State University generated 225,470,388 gallons of effluents (sewage)
in FY 2017;18 4,914,360 gallons less than what was generated in FY
2016.19 The used water was not treated by Ball State University before it left
campus. The effluents were treated by the Muncie Sanitary District at its 24
million gallon-per-day activated water pollution facility.20 This system used
a combination of screening, grit removal, settling, and aerobic activated
sludge nitrification, and filters to treat the effluents. Ultimately the dewatered
sludge was transported to a sanitary landfill for disposal. After the waste
water was treated, it was discharged into the West Fork of the White River.20
Since Ball State University is considered to be a separate Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) by the state of Indiana, the University
is responsible for managing all the storm water on campus and for
monitoring its quality. It’s a federal and state mandated program that

includes a management plan with specific goals and objectives that Ball State
University is required to maintain.18 Overall, the MS4 program is a general storm
water permit that requires a system of conveyance, such as that owned by Ball State
University, to collect rainwater and includes roads with drains, catch basins, gutters,
conduits.21 The storm water that the University collects drains towards the White
River in the City and University storm drains. Storm water also runs through both the
Duck Ponds and Cardinal Creek. All the storm water eventually flows from the ponds
through the Yorktown and Prairie Creeks, and into the White River.

Figure 13. Water Consumed and Waste Water Generated
in Megaliters 17,18
Water

Waste
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853.50
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Solid Waste & Material Recycling.
Ball State University strives to collect and transport materials and spent products
to a recycler or to dispose of waste materials in a safe environmentally-responsible
manner. In FY 2017, Best Way Disposal was contracted by Ball State to collect,
sort, and process 2,813.51 tons of the solid waste generated on campus, including
non-recyclable and recyclable materials.18 Compared to FY 2016, this represents
an overall reduction in solid waste, yet the portion of materials recycled decreased.
Despite this, Ball State University achieved an average campus recycling rate of
21.21% while collecting a total of 757.70 tons of recyclable materials in FY 2017.18
Solid materials collected for recycling by Best Way Disposal consisted of various
types of paper, cardboard, plastics #1 to #7, metal/aluminum containers, and glass
(clear, green, and brown).
Several units on campus have intiatives that focus on reducing solid waste.
Sport Facilities and Recreational Services hires student organizations on campus to
collect and sort waste after sporting events.22 In FY 2017, a composting operation
of Landscape Services generated approximately 4,800 cubic yards of finished
compost from collected leaves, wood waste, manure, straw, and herbaceous plants
from the Delaware County fairgrounds, as well as pallets not suitable for reuse.18
Wood waste generated by the University’s arborist operation is processed through a
grinder and used as mulch on campus grounds; in FY 2017, this practice reduced
the purchase of wood mulch by 700 cubic yards.18 As noted in Table 16 and 17,
Ball State also collects and enables the transport of a variety of used products and
materials to a recycler or as noted above recycles a few materials on-campus.

Participation in Recycling

Public awareness about recycling is especially important to implementing
a successful recycling program. A survey of university students indicated that
“lack of awareness of the recycling opportunities” was a primary reason for nonparticipation.23 Units at Ball State University could improve awareness about
what is recyclable and how to recycle by offering free workshops and partnering
with recycling clubs on campus. In addition, the University could develop a
webpage dedicated to recycling; Kalamazoo College offers an attractive example,
with information on how to recycle, how recycling relates to sustainability, and
participation in RecycleMania, an annual recycling competition for universities.24

Table 16. Waste Disposal Method and Quantity in FY 2017 18
Material/Product

Disposal Method

Quantity

Light ballasts

Recycled or Incinerated

12,911.30 lbs / 6.46 tons

Fluorescent bulbs recycled

Recycled

20,784 units

Batteries (alkaline, lithium ion, NiCd)

Recycled

2,504 units

Batteries (lead acid)

Recycled

211 units

Mattresses

Recycled

22,000 lbs, 11 tons

Metals

Recycled

186,570 lbs, 93.29 tons

Tires

Recycled and Reused

3,500 lbs / 1.75 tons

Automotive oil

Recycled

1,100 gals

Automotive antifreeze

Recycled

165 gals

Electronics

Recycled

69,836 lbs, 34.92 tons

Concrete

Recycled

32,000 lbs, 16 tons

Computer cartridges

Recycled

11 pallets, ≈ 40/pallet

Wood pallets collected

Reused (Resold)

2,464 units

Scrap Metal

Recycled

93.29 tons

Table 17. Materials Shipped to Recyclers by Fiscal Year 18
Material or Product

2016

2017

Computers (Desktop & Laptop)

18,072 ea

28,138.5 lbs

Computer Monitors

3,548 ea

835 lbs

167,510 lbs

196,486 lbs

5,231 ea

5,618 lbs

Metals

2015

200,000 lbs

Printers
Vegetable Oil

83,244 lbs

82,811 lbs

135,849 lbs

Finished Compost

4,000 yd3

4,500 yd3

4,800 yd3

770 ea

11 pallets, ≈ 40/pallet

2,177 ea

2,464 ea

Computer Printer Cartridges
Wooden Pallets

2,000 ea
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Chemical, Biological, & Recoverable Waste.
Ball State’s chemical, hazardous, and biological waste programs are managed
by the Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) Office. Landscape Services and
Environmental Management, and the Purchasing Department manage the Waste
Recovery and Recycling programs with regulatory and physical assistance from
the EHS Office. Several written plans and training programs have been developed
relating to waste or recyclables management, including Battery Recycling and
Safety, Laboratory Waste Management Plan, Drain Disposal of Laboratory Wastes,
and Chemical Spill Prevention and Response.25 No spills with a reportable
environmental or other impact have occurred in the reporting period.25
Ball State is subject to the Subpart K (Academic Laboratories) and Small Quantity
Generator requirements under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).
Management, transfer, and disposal of all chemical wastes generated on campus
are overseen by the EHS staff.26 All waste is collected according to regulations,
with close attention paid to labeling and segregation of waste in order to minimize
chemical incompatibility.25 EHS staff inspect RCRA compliant waste accumulation
areas and satellite locations which are used for safe and secure storage of chemical
waste pending removal. All shipping containers and labels used in this work are in
accordance with standards set by the Department of Transportation.
On-campus generators of biological waste are provided with labeled and lined
infectious waste boxes for packaging materials from laboratories, sports facilities,
and medical education facilities. Compliant sharps containers were also provided
to a multitude of departments to encourage and allow safe storage and disposal
of used sharps. These containers are picked up by a permitted biological waste
vendor for shredding, microwaving, and disposal through thermal treatment for
energy recovery. The EHS Office collects all infectious waste boxes and containers
for accumulation in a secure location pending removal by the disposal vendor. The
EHS Office also provides labeled containers for infectious waste accumulation in
laboratories prior to being sterilized for disposal. The EHS Office routinely tests the
sterilizing equipment (autoclaves) to verify complete disinfection of the materials.
Active programs exist for the recovery of materials, including spent batteries,
PCB transformers and switches, paints, and mercury and mercury-contaminated
equipment. Any chemicals that are unused are transferred and utilized for their

intended purpose in a clearinghouse between the laboratory stock rooms and the
Office of EHS. Used oils are collected for recycling by an outside vendor.

Transportation of Waste
Ball State does not import or export any waste. As a RCRA small quantity
generator, the University generates less than 1000 kg per month of hazardous
material. Approximately 450 gallons of chemical wastes and aqueous wastes were
treated on-site through evaporation, neutralization, deactivation, hydrolysis, or other
means.26 A list of the total amounts of waste transported off-site for treatment in FY
2017 is given in Table 18.

Environmental Compliance
Ball State’s environmental compliance is maintained by the Environmental Health
and Safety Office which follows the regulations of authoritative organizations,
such as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA), Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Centers
for Disease Control (CDC), National Institutes of Health (NIH), and their State of
Indiana counterparts. There were no reports of failure to meet these compliance
requirements within the reported year.25

Table 18. Total Amounts of Waste Generated and
Transported Off-site for Treatment 26
Hazardous waste

8,161 Pounds

Infectous/ Biological

1,710 Gallons

Non-hazarous waste

4,475 Pounds

Dining Services.
Ball State University Dining Services has a long history of including sustainability
in their decision-making process. This can be seen in how they choose food
suppliers, their waste disposal methods, and food safety trainings. Dining Services
tries to buy food from local suppliers—within 250 miles of Ball State—who produce
or prepare foods locally, such as roasting coffee locally. Table 19 identifies foods
sourced locally. In addition, Dining Services reports that 36% of the seafood items
were certified as sustainably harvested or farmed.27 Dining Services purchased its
food from several large distribution services, such as Gordon Food Services (GFS),
US Food Services, Munsee Meats, Piazza Produce, Stanz, Alpha Baking, Caito, and
McConnell & Sons.28
Food safety requirements for the University also have stayed the same from FY
2016. Ball State continues to employ 700-800 students and 325-350 adults; all
employees go through ServSafe certified training each semester.27

Waste Management in Dining.

Dining Services plays a key role in reducing waste, the management of recyclable
materials, and the disposal of wastes. Dining donated abouit 25,000 pounds of
wholesome leftovers to local service agencies.28
Dining Services continues to use a recycling program, where plastics 1-7,
glass, and paper can be recycled. All coffee grounds are composted and added
to soil, which can be used on campus. For several years, used vegetable oil has
been collected by Fry Tech for use in the creation of biodiesel and animal feed.
As indicated in Figure 14, over 135,849 lbs of used vegetable oil was shipped to
Fry Tech in FY 2017,28 an increase of 53,038 lbs from FY 2016. This increase in
used vegetable oil can be explained by two conditions. First, Fry Tech began the
collection of oil generated by meat preparation; prior to FY 2017, this waste oil was
disposed of in the solid waste stream. Secondly, more meals were prepared during
FY 2017 than 2016 because of an increase in student enrollment; an increase of
802 students.29
Recycling is not feasible for some wastes generated by dining operations and
the consumers they serve. The separation of post-consumer food waste from other
solid wastes is an on-going problem. Recyclable materials—plastic bottles, paper,

cardboard, and metals—contaminated with food waste are often unfit for a recycler
and are disposed of through the municipal waste stream which ends in a landfill.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency reports that the U.S. the U.S. produced
262.4 million tons of municipal solid waste or 4.48 pounds per person per day; of
this, about 52.5% was buried within landfills.30
Dining Services strives to reduce municipal waste, but they appear to be limited
by costs, resources, and lack of participation in separating recyclable materials
from waste by students, faculty, and staff. Therefore, the authors recommend that
Dining Services consider the following strategies to reduce solid waste and promote
recycling:
- reevaluate and revise the publicity campaign that informs students and
faculty about material reduction and recycling efforts;
- reduce single-use plastic products, including plastic bags, straws, plastic
utensils, and trays, with more durable products; and
- consider washing contaminated solid waste in preparation for recycling.
Figure 14. Vegetable Oil Recycled by Fiscal Year 28
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Table 19. Foods Sourced Locally 28
Food

Quantity/Percentage Local

Eggs

142,326 ea

Beef

9,708 lb

Pork

8,730 lb

Milk

111,185 gal

Bakery

76% from Indianapolis

.
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Biodiversity.
Biodiversity is “the variety of plant and animal life in the world or in a particular
habitat, a high level of which is usually considered to be important and desirable.”31
Regions of land can have low or high biodiversity, and this depends on genetic
diversity, species diversity, and ecosystem diversity. Biodiversity facilitates
ecosystem services such as soil formation and nutrient recycling, biological
resources such as food and medicine, and social benefits such as research and
recreation.32 Ecosystems are naturally built to adapt and change, but without
biodiversity ecosystems cannot overcome major problems such as natural disasters
and pollution. Humans need biodiversity to continue living on the Earth.
The natural habitat of Indiana is classified as the temperate broadleaf and mixed
forest biome, which contains a moderate biodiversity of deciduous trees, evergreens,
shrubs, and wildlife.33 Indiana’s lands have been
largely destroyed in support of agriculture, and this
has had a drastic impact on its biodiversity. Indiana
has “over 4 million acres of forested area” which
makes up “about 20 percent of the state’s surface
area.”34 In contrast, when settlers first arrived in
Indiana, 21 million acres of forest covered the
land.35 Because the natural ecosystems of Indiana
are dwindling, biodiversity typically exists in pockets
around Indiana, or “postage stamps” of rich
biodiversity.36 These pockets of biodiversity must
be conserved to maintain a balance of ecosystem
services on which Indiana citizens depend.

Threatened and Endangered Species

In Delaware County and the surrounding region, 25 species of animals are
classified on the Red List of the International Union for Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources (IUCN) as vulnerable, endangered, or critically endangered.37 Of
these, several animals are considered to be endangered or critically endangered
species, including Little Brown Bat (Myotis lucifugus), Indiana Bat (Myotis sodalis),
Eastern small-footed myotis (Myotis leibii), Forked Aster (Eurybia furcata), Rusty
Patched Bumblebee (Bombus affinis), American Eel (Anguilla rostrata), Snuffbox
(Epioblasma triquetra), Rayed Bean Mussel (Villosa fabalis), Sheepnose (Plethobasus
cyphyus), and Round Hickorynut (Obovaria subrotunda).
Bats, including the Little Brown Bat, Myotis lucifugus, and Indiana Bat, play an
important function in limiting insect populations
in Indiana and across North America. WhiteNose Syndrome, a disease caused by the fungus,
Pseudogymnoascus destructans, is wiping out
millions of bats in North America, including the
Little Brown Bat.38 According to Bat Conservation
International, this decline in bats means
“approximately 700 fewer tons of insects are
consumed each year, including many pests that
attack farm crops and commercial timber.”39

Little Brown Bat (Myotis lucifugus). Photo by Tim Carter.
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Properties.
Visitors to the campus of Ball State University are often impressed with the wellgroomed landscape consisting of a variety of trees, perennials, and annual plants.
In 2015, the Ball State Arboretum was accredited at Level II through ArbNet.40 There
are a total of 7074 trees on campus, with 44 different genuses; among these,
primarily spruce and maples.41 The arboretum has 5 tree trails, each close to a mile
long that winds through the campus with labels to identify tree species.40 Landscape
Services maintains an 8-acre tree nursery north of campus. Learn more at https://
www.bsu.edu/about/administrativeoffices/facilities/landscapeservices/arboretum
Besides the main campus, Ball State owns six properties which contain various
natural ecosystems, totalling 425 acres. These ecosystems include deciduous
forests, prairies, wetlands, and agricultural lands. Although these properties are
not officially listed as protected, they contain valuable biodiversity which should be
preserved. Just as a garden needs to be taken care of to produce crops, natural
areas need to be managed to keep
native species alive and healthy.

Field Station and Environmental Education Center
The University manages its
lands through the Field Station
and Environmental Education
Center (FSEEC).42 John Taylor, land
manager of FSEEC, says the top
four priorities for his job include:
1) enhancing native biodiversity;
2) environmental education and
outreach; 3) property maintenance;
and 4) research.43
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The Field Station and Environmental Education Center (FSEEC) properties include:
Christy Woods, Cooper Farm, Skinner Field Area, Ginn Woods, Donald E. Miller
Wildlife Area, and Juanita Hults Environmental Learning Center. More about each
property, including location, size, and attributes, can be found at https://www.bsu.
edu/academics/centersandinstitutes/fseec/properties.
Christy Woods, the most well-known property of FSEEC, is 17 acres of “deciduous
forest, tall grass prairie, and other plant communities.”44 The property is located
on the southwest corner of campus, just behind Cooper Science Complex. Various
community members use the woods for recreation; walking the paths and stepping
away from the busy city life for a time. Christy Woods also contains two main
greenhouses: the Rinard Orchid Greenhouse and the Teaching and Research
Greenhouse. Both greenhouses contain a diverse collection of plants and orchids
used for education. Christy Woods is invaluable for its wide variety of native and
nonnative plants, educational
tools for students and community
members, recreation services, and
wildlife habitat.
Other properties further from the
main campus are more biodiverse.
Ginn Woods is the second largest
old-growth forest in Indiana and
houses close to 500 species of
vascular plants. Hults Farm, Cooper
Farm, and Ginn Woods all have
rare species of orchids, which are
important native species especially
vulnerable to being outcompeted
by invasive species. All properties
serve as habitat for various
wildlife, and this provides research
opportunities for the Department of
Biology.
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Land Management.
One of the biggest challenges that FSEEC staff face is fighting invasive species
from spreading across properties. Invasive species are organisms that have been
introduced to a new environment; they spread and reproduce rapidly to outcompete
native species. Common invasive species in the area include bush honeysuckle,
autumn olive, garlic mustard, and European buckthorn, among others. Records
show that in the 1960’s, 16 bush honeysuckle shrubs were planted in Miller Wildlife
Area, and autumn olive was planted in Cooper Farm for research purposes.45
This ignorance has led to years of laboring to keep these species from overtaking
properties, and FSEEC staff have had mixed success. Garlic mustard has been
carefully tracked and removed at Ginn Woods over many years and is now kept in
check. Skinner Field Area and Miller Wildlife Area still contain many invasive species,
and the quality of the ecosystems is degraded because of them.
Although Christy Woods and Ginn Woods have an abundance of biodiversity, this
success contrasts with other FSEEC
properties. The spread of invasive
species has been a longstanding
problem for the University, and there
appears to be no policy with regard
to the University’s commitment to
sustaining biodiversity. Bradford Pear
is an invasive species which is planted

directly on campus; this invasive specie has spread to Christy Woods, leading to
more work for the staff at FSEEC.46 Policy statements of the University should clarify
a value for biodiversity and goals should be established to enhance the biodiversity
of University properties.

Prescribed Burn: A Management Tool?

Another tactic for managing Field Station properties is implementing prescribed
burns. A prescribed burn is a controlled fire set by land managers to return land
to its original state—whether that be prairie, oak forest, or another ecosystem.
It’s important to note that these fires are different from accidental wildfires in the
western United States which destroy ecosystems entirely. The Midwest has different
climate and ecology patterns which require prescribed fire burns to thrive. For
FSEEC properties, prescribed burns help maintain prairies at Cooper Farm, Hults
Farm, and Christy Woods. Students can
take a Wildland Firefighter Workshop
to participate in prescribed burns and
learn how they are planned, executed,
monitored, and recorded

Burning Cooper Farm helps develop a community of pollinators in the prairie
ecosysystem.

Rinard Orchid Greenhouse.
The Dr. Joe and Alice Rinard Orchid Greenhouse47 and the Teaching and Research
Greenhouse45 both serve as an educational tool for students and the community. The
Rinard Orchid Greenhouse, open since 1971, has around 2,300 species of orchids,
which stands as the largest collection at any university.48 Cheryl Leblanc, orchid
collection curator, and the staff work to bring awareness about the importance
of conserving natural habitats, both local and far away. Locally, there are orchids
and other species which need to be cared for, but the greenhouse also highlights
wonderful exotic species which people in the community might not get to see
otherwise.
The greenhouse serves as a natural getaway and learning center to many in the
community who do not get to roam in nature often. The greenhouse also preserves
orchid species which would otherwise be lost to humans, and it serves as a USDA
rescue center for orchids found in the wild. Particularly threatened species under
care in the greenhouse include lady
slipper orchids and the poison dart frog,
the greenhouse’s “rainforest mascot.”
Staff at the greenhouse also work for

sustainability in their day-to-day care of the plants. They do not use chemicals
unless there is an infestation, they collect rainwater to conserve water usage and
keep nutrients filtering into the plants, they sterilize soil for reuse, and they reuse
donated pots for their plants. By raising awareness of stewardship principles, Cheryl
Leblanc and the staff at the Rinard Orchid Greenhouse are helping to promote local
biodiversity.
The Teaching and Research Greenhouse is also a valuable asset for education
purposes. The greenhouse has “over 500 species which represent over 100
different plant families” and is available to the public.49 This greenhouse resides
as a hidden gem in the heart of Christy Woods. Walking into the greenhouse, the
earthy, sweet smell of flowers and plants fill your nose. Plants of every variety, from
succulents to ferns to tropical edible plants to carnivorous plants fill rows of tables.
Generally, Ball State University biology classes take fieldtrips out to the greenhouse
to learn about its wide diversity of plants,
but overall, the greenhouse is greatly
underused and undervalued.

Photo by Charles E. Baker Orchid Photographs
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The following are restatements of information reported within previous
sustainability reports of Ball State University:
1. The estimates for female representation and remuneration differences for FY
2016 were recalculated using the same employee classification codes as used for
FY 2017 (see Table 9 p. 45).1 This enables consistency across reporting years.
2. The values reported for total steam produced in FY 2015 and FY 2016 were
incorrectly reported.2 The correct values appear in Table 20.
Table 20. Steam Produced and Sold to Indiana Ball Memorial Hospital 1
Year

Hospital
(Pounds x 1000)

Percentage

TOTAL
(Pounds x 1000)

2014

130,444.06

26.2

497,797.72

2015

118,134.59

25.1

469,922.45

2016

111,311.35

27.2

408,974.68

2017

109,386.52

28.1

389,329.52
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GRI 102 General Disclosures
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Page

Indicator
Chair of the highest governance body

Yes

14, 15

102-24

Nominating & selecting the highest governance body

Yes

14

102-25

Conflicts of interest

Yes

14

102-26

Role of highest governance body in setting purpose,
values, & strategy
Collective knowledge of highest governance body

Yes

14

No

ID

No

ID

102-28

102-1

Name of the organization

Yes

4

102-29

102-2

Activities, primary brands, products, & services

Yes

13

102-30

Evaluating the highest governance body’s
performance
Identifying & managing economic, environmental &
social impacts
Effectiveness of risk management processes

102-3

Location of headquarters

Yes

12

102-31

102-4

Location of operations

Yes

12

102-32

102-5

Ownership & legal form

Yes

4

102-6

Markets served

Yes

12

102-7

Scale of the organization

Yes

12, 20

102-8

Information on employees & other workers

Yes

20,

102-9

Supply chain

P

102-10

Significant changes to the organization & supply chain

Yes

16, 17

102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

Yes

22

102-12

External initiatives

Yes

22

102-13

Membership of associations

Yes

12, 22

102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

Yes

102-15

Key impacts, risks, & opportunities

Yes

ID

34, 66

Page

102-23

102-27

1. Organizational Profile

Material Reported Reason
Omitted

Yes

22

P

21

Review of economic, environmental, & social topics

Yes

19

Yes

15

102-33

Highest governance bodies role in sustainability
reporting
Communicating critical concerns

Yes

24, 25

102-34

Nature and total number of critical concerns

Yes

24,25

See minutes of Board of Trustees at Digital Media Repository, University Library
102-35

Remuneration policies

Yes

21

102-36

Process for determining renumeration

Yes

21

102-37

Stakeholders’ involvement in remuneration

Yes

21

102-38

Annual total compensation ratio

Yes

21, 22

Percentage increase in annual total compensation
ratio
5. Stakeholder Engagement

No

11

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

Yes

4

24, 25

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

Yes

20

102-42

Identifying & selecting stakeholders

Yes

24

2. Strategy

3. Ethics and Integrity 2016

102-39

ID

102-16

Vaues, principles, standards, & norms of behavior

Yes

18, 19, 23

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

Yes

24, 25

102-17

Mechanisms for advice & concerns about ethics

Yes

18

102-44

Key topics & concerns raised

Yes

24, 25

Yes

19

102-46

Entities included in the consolidated financial
statements
Defining report content & topic boundaries

Yes

4, 5

102-47

List of material topics

Yes

81-84

102-48

Restatements of information

Yes

75

102-49

Changes in reporting

No

5

6. Reporting Practice

4. Governance
102-18

Governance structure

Yes

14

102-19

Delegating authority

Yes

22

102-20

Executive-level responsibility for economic, environmental & social topics
Consulting stakeholders on economic, environmental,
& social topics
Composition of the highest governance body & its
committees

Yes

23

Yes

24, 25

Yes

14, 15

102-21
102-22

102-45
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102-50

Reporting period

Yes

4

102-51

Date of most recent report

Yes

4

102-52

Reporting cycle

Yes

4

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

Yes

5

102-54

Yes

4

102-55

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI
Standards
GRI content index

Yes

81-84

GRI 302 Energy 2016

102-56

External assurance

Yes

5

302-1

GRI 200 Economic Topics.
GRI 201 Economic Performance 2016

GRI 301 Materials 2016
301-1

Materials used by weight or volume

Yes

No

ND

301-2

Recycled input materials used

Yes

No

ID

301-3

Reclaimed products and their packaging materials

Yes

Yes

65

Energy consumption within the organization

Yes

Yes

56-57

302-2

Energy consumption outside the organization

Yes

No

302-3

Energy intensity

Yes

Yes

Reduction of energy consumption

Direct enconomic value generated and distributed

Yes

Yes

28-29

302-4

201-2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities due to climate change
Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement
plans
Financial assistance received from government

Yes

Yes

31

302-5

Yes

Yes

39

Yes

Yes

30

Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender com- Yes
pared to local minimum wage
202-2 Proportion of senor management hired from the local Yes
community
GRI 203 Indirect Economic Impacts 2016

Yes

32

Yes

33

203-1

Infrastructure investments and services supported

Yes

Yes

16-17

203-2

Significant indirect economic impacts

Yes

Yes

33

Yes

P

Yes

Yes

201-4

Proportion of spending on local suppliers

ID

Yes

Yes

No

303-1

Water withdrawal by source

Yes

Yes

62

303-2

Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal
of water
Water recycled and reused

Yes

Yes

62

Yes

Yes

62

Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or
adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areaa
Significant impacts of activities, products, and
services on biodiversity
Habitats protected or restored

Yes

Yes

68-72

Yes

P

72

Yes

Yes

70-71

IUCN Red List species and national conservation list
species with habitats in areas affected by operations
GRI 305 Emissions 2016

Yes

Yes

68

35

305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

Yes

Yes

61

305-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

Yes

Yes

61

305-3

Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions

Yes

Yes

305-4

GHG emissions intensity

Yes

Yes

58, 61

305-5

Reduction of GHG emissions

Yes

Yes

56

305-6

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS)

No

Yes

59

305-7

Nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx), and other
significant air emissions

Yes

P

59

34, 66, 67

GRI 205 Anti-corruption 2016
205-1
205-2
205-3

Operations assessed for risks related to corruption
Communication and training about anti-corruption
policies and procedures
Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

Yes

Yes

35

Yes

Yes

35

Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, No
and monopoliy practices

Yes

35

GRI 206 Anti-competitive Behavior 2016
206-1

57

Yes

GRI 204 Procurement Practices 2016
204-1

ND

Reductions in energy requirements of products and
services
GRI 303 Water 2016

GRI 202 Market Presence 2016
202-1

Page

GRI 300 Environmental Topics.

201-1

201-3

Material Reported Reason
Omitted

303-3

56
ND

56

GRI 304 Biodiversity 2016
304-1
304-2
304-3
304-4

ID

61

#

Indicator

Material Reported Reason
Omitted

Page

GRI 306 Effluents and Waste 2016

#

Indicator

Material Reported Reason
Omitted
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Page

404-2

Programs for upgrading employeee skills and transition assistance programs

Yes

P

46-49, 66

404-3

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews

Yes

P

20

306-1

Water discharge by quality and destination

Yes

Yes

63

306-2

Waste by type and disposal method

Yes

Yes

64

306-3

Significant spills

No

Yes

65

GRI 405 Diversity and Equal Opportunity 2016

306-4

Transport of hazardous waste

Yes

Yes

65

405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

Yes

P

306-5

Water bodies affected by water discharges and/or
runoff

Yes

Yes

63

405-2

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to
men

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

65

Yes

P

MD

42-43

34

Operations and suppliers in which the right to
UK
freedom of association and collective bargaining may
be at risk

P

MD

50

UK

P

MD

50

UK

P

MD

50

Yes

Yes

No

No

GRI 307 Environmental Compliance 2016
307-1

Non-compliance with environmental laws and
regulations
New suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria

Yes

Yes

308-2

Negative environmental impacts in the supply chain
and actions taken

UK

No

ND

Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions
taken

407-1

GRI 408 Child Labor 2016
408-1

GRI 401 Employment 2016
401-1

New employee hires and employee turnover

Yes

Yes

38

401-2

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not
provided to temporary or part-time employees

Yes

Yes

39

401-3

Parental leave

Yes

Yes

39

Yes

Yes

50

GRI 402 Labor/Management Relations 2016

403-1

Workers representation in formal joint management-worker health and safety committees

Yes

Yes

48

403-2

Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational
Yes
diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number of
work-related fatalities

Yes

48

403-3

Workers with high incidence or high risk of diseases
related to their occupation

Yes

Yes

403-4

Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions.

Yes

Yes

P

49

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for
incidents of child labor

GRI 409 Forced or Compulsory Labor 2016
409-1

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for
incidents of forced or compulsory labor

GRI 410 Security Practices 2016
410-1

Security personnel trained in human rights policies
or procedures

47

GRI 411 Rights of Indigenous Peoples 2016
411-1

GRI 403 Occumpational Health and Safety 2016

Incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous
peoples

GRI 412 Human Rights Assessment 2016
412-1

Operations that have been subject to human rights
reviews or impact assessments

Yes

Yes

44

412-2

Employee training on human rights policies or
procedures

Yes

Yes

44, 47

412-3

Significant investment agreements and contracts
that include human rights clauses or that underwent
human rights screening

UK

No

Yes

Yes

48

ND

GRI 413 Local Communities 2016

GRI 404 Training and Education 2016
Average hours of training per year per employee

406-1

34

GRI 400 Social Topics

404-1

45

GRI 407 Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining 2016

308-1

Minimum notice periods regarding operational
changes

40

GRI 406 Non-discrimination 2016

GRI 308 Supplier Environmental Assessment 2016

402-1

MD

Yes

Yes

P

46-49, 66

413-1

Operations with local community engagement,
impact assessments, and development programs

52
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#
413-2

Indicator
Operations with significant actual and potential
negative impacts on local communities

Material Reported Reason
Omitted

Page

Yes

P

MD

52-53

GRI 414 Supplier Social Assessment 2016
414-1

New suppliers that were screened using social
criteria

Yes

No

ND

34

414-2

Negative social impacts in the supply chain and
actions taken

Yes

No

ND

34

No

No

GRI 415 Public Policy 2016
415-1

Political contributions

GRI 416 Customer Health and Safety 2016
416-1

Assessment of the health and safety impacts of
product and service categories

Yes

Yes

49

416-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health
and safety impacts of products and services

Yes

Yes

49

GRI 417 Marketing and Labeling 2016
417-1

Requirements for product and service information
and labeling

Yes

Yes

51

417-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning product and
service information and labeling

No

Yes

51

No

Yes

51

Yes

Yes

47

No

No

51417- Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing
3
communications
GRI 418 Customer Privacy 2016
418-1

Sustantiated complaints concerning breaches of
customer privacy and losses of customer data

GRI 419 Socioeconomic Compliance 2016
419-1

Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the
social and economic area

Legend:
C = Confidential
ID = Insufficient, incomplete data
ND = Not available, no data
NP = No Policy
P = Partially reported
S = See public resource
UK = Unknown
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